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As we stArt geAring up for the conference And trAde show seAson, 
we can’t help but look back and see what’s changed from last year. Sure, the venues are 
different but the discussions, the sessions and the issue have evolved into what effect (or 
consequences) will current rules and regulations that are being applied today have on future 
facilities and other planning, especially when it comes to recycling or even waste conversion. 
With so much talk about moving towards other ways to treat waste, it will be interesting to 
see how things develop in the next six to 12 months. What will the most changed by the end 
of this year? 

We have a great issue for you this month. Our spotlight focuses on the city of 
Jonesborough,TN’s Solid Waste Disposal Department (page 14) which has been pro-active 
in their approach to community as well as employees by developing and participating in 
programs that have been successful and well-received. In addition, “How Waste Fleets 
Can Maximize Fuel Savings While Adopting CNG” (page 22) examines the criteria that 
waste fleet operators need to look at in order to maximize their CNG investment, while 
“The Best Features You Should Look for in Routing and Mapping” (page 18) discusses the 
fully-integrated options that are available to provide the most benefits for in-vehicle route 
solutions. Also, check out the articles talking about winning approval for tough projects 
(page 26) and making the business case for Idaho Waste Systems using waste-by-rail options 
(page 32). And don’t forget to flip to our Recycling/Transfer Stations/Landfills section (page 
45), where articles cover landfill leachate treatment (page 48), exploring mixed commercial 
mixed waste opportunities in Boulder, CO (page 52) and defending landfills when there 
are accusations of landfill gas impacts on neighboring properties. Also, don’t miss Vintage 
Tech Recyclers’ Q&A on becoming part of the EPA’s Sustainable Materials Management 
Electronics Challenge (page 46).

I look forward to this upcoming trade show season and seeing all of you again. As always, feel 
free to contact me with any questions, comments or anything you would like to see in the 
magazine. I appreciate your input! 

Best Regards,

Angelina Ruiz
Editorial Director
angelina@wasteadvantagemag.com
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14	 In the Spotlight
Jonesborough, TN’s Solid Waste Disposal Department: Becoming a Leader in the Waste Industry
	Pro-active	in	the	approach	to	their	employees,	surrounding	community	and	programs,	Jonesborough,	TN’s	Solid	
Waste	Disposal	Department	is	pushing	the	needle	from	complacency	to	innovation.

18	 Software
 Best Features You Should Look for in Routing and Mapping
	 	In	today’s	technology	world,	there	are	many	more	options	for	a	“paperless”	route	solution	in-vehicle.	Buying	a	

software	product	that	is	fully	integrated	provides	many	benefits.
	 RoN	Davey

22	 Fuel Management
 How Waste Fleets Can Maximize Fuel Savings While Adopting CNG 
	 	By	examining	three	key	criteria,	waste	fleet	operators	can	maximize	the	investment	in	their	new	CNG	vehicles	

and	fueling	stations,	gain	greater	visibility	in	their	operations	and	ensure	they	are	effectively	insulated	from	the	
pricing	volatility	that	has	become	the	norm	in	today’s	fuel	market.

	 RyaN	MoSSMaN	

26	 Strategies/Planning
 Winning Approval for the Toughest Projects
	 	With	a	diligent	strategy	based	on	delivering	genuine	community	benefits,	gaining	the	support	of	a	strong	political	

champion	and	engaging	a	balanced,	well-rounded	team,	project	proponents	can	turn	a	skeptical	public	and	
critical	media	into	supporters	and	champions.

	 JohN	P.	FoDeN	

30	 Guest Commentary
 Californians are Ready for Conversion Technologies
	 	only	by	working	together	can	we	create	the	most	sustainable	waste	system	that	respects	the	environment	and	

economy	for	all	Californians.	
PaT	PRoaNo	

32	 Waste-by-Rail
 Idaho Waste Systems: Making the Business Case
	 	Idaho	Waste	Systems’	market	study	includes	reviewing	the	competitive	situation	and	anticipated	pricing	options	

for	those	competitors.
	 DaRell	luTheR	aND	RoNDa	aveRy	

38	 RFID Case Study
  HID Global’s RFID Technology Provides Effective Solutions for International Waste Management 

Company, AMCS Group 
	 	In	an	era	in	which	all	organizations	have	budget	constraints,	hID	Global	has	worked	with	aMCS	to	provide	a	win-

win	situation	in	waste	management	that	reduces	fleet	operational	costs	while	providing	a	more	comprehensive	
service	to	the	customers.

	 MaRIe-FRaNçoISe	GloTz	
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Jonesborough,	TN’s	new	Peterbilt	
with	a	rebuilt	heil	Rapid	Rail	
Body	provided	by	alliance	
Refuse	Trucks.
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Precisely The Right Tire.

Fact: Bridgestone casings are #1 when it comes to retreadability. BASys data from over two million casings

prove that Bridgestone had the lowest percentage of tires that could not be retreaded due to conditions 

related to casing construction. Lower than Michelin or Goodyear. And confi rming what many have long 

suspected: A Bridgestone tire investment is a smarter tire investment. Get the facts at retreadinstead.com.

Bridgestone Corporation
For your nearest Bridgestone Authorized Dealer, 
visit our website
www.bridgestonetrucktires.com
©2012 Bridgestone Americas Tire Operations, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Trash Talk
Robert J. Mecchi Now President of Big Truck Rental  

Big Truck renTal, llc (Tampa, FL) announces the promotion of Robert J. 
Mecchi to President, following the culmination of a successful two-year business 
growth transition plan.“Robert brings a lot of knowledge to the table in terms of 
how this business should run going forward,” said Scott Dols, owner and CEO of 
Big Truck Rental (BTR), adding that Mecchi was instrumental in the forging of 
the company’s new direction with Heil®. “The past two years have really presented 
some challenges in terms of our economy—as well as the dynamics within the 
refuse rental market segment. Robert has done a fantastic job in developing and 
executing a comprehensive plan that puts BTR on a solid growth trajectory,” 
said Dols. Mecchi, an 11-year veteran in the waste industry, served as President of 
Perkins Manufacturing prior to joining the BTR team in 2010 as Vice President 
of Business Development. In addition, he is the current Chairman of WASTEC 
Board of Governors and has chaired the association’s Statistics Program since 2005. 
In 2007, Mecchi was honored as WASTEC’s Member of the Year and was recently 
elected to the Board of Directors for the Environmental Research and Education 
Foundation for which he has served on their Auction Committee since 2008.

For more information, call (888) 772-0058 or visit www.bigtruckrental.com.

Waste Pro’s Jeanie Dubinski Elected  
President of EIA Womens’ Council

WasTe Pro’s (Longwood, FL) Chief Legal Officer, Jeanie Dubinski, was 
elected by the Environmental Industry Association’s (EIA) Women’s Council 
to serve as their President during 2013. Actively involved in the solid waste 
industry since 2008, Dubinski has served as Vice President for the EIA 

Women’s Council and is active in the Florida Chapter of the NSWMA. Prior 
to joining Waste Pro, Dubinski was a trial attorney with various firms throughout 
central and southwest Florida and served a three-year appointed term on the Florida 
Bar’s Grievance Committee for the 18th Judicial Circuit.  As a member of Waste 
Pro’s Corporate Staff, she has been instrumental in its growth and in representing 
Waste Pro’s interests in the negotiations of numerous acquisitions and a private 
equity investment.   

For more information, call (407) 869-8800 or visit www.wasteprousa.com.

Millbrook Capital Management Inc. Enters the 
Waste and Recycling Equipment Industry with Two 
Acquisitions 

MillBrook caPiTal ManageMenT inc. (New York City, NY) announces 
that it has created a new entity to enter the waste and recycling equipment 
industry. The new entity, Wastebuilt Environmental Solutions, LLC 
(Wastebuilt), has acquired two companies: Stepp Equipment Company and 
Galfab, Inc., and is seeking similar acquisitions. “We believe that the national 
and local haulers, municipalities, dealers and distributors in the waste and 
recycling industry will benefit from a well-capitalized and customer-focused 
source for equipment, parts, and maintenance,” said Alan Rivera, Executive 
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Millbrook Capital Management. 
“By combining a leading service, parts and distribution company with a high 
quality manufacturing company, we have drawn on the best of both worlds.” 

For more information, call (212) 586-4333 or visit www.galfab.com or www.
steppequipment.com.
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McNeilus Truck and Manufacturing, Inc • 524 County Road 34 East, Dodge Center, MN  55927 • 507-374-6321 • www.mcneiluscompanies.com 
© 2012 McNeilus Companies, Inc. 

On the job you need performance, not excuses. So we’ve worked hard to be there with what you 

need, when you need it: count on our direct-to-you parts and service network, and a complete 

line of parts and services for ALL makes and models. We’re driven to keep your down time down 

and your fleet in peak performance. In short, we’ve got you covered. 

 We’ve Got your back.     

PerIoD.

1-888-686-7278  www.streetsmartparts.com

McNeilus. 9 x 10.875in. Waste Advantage. 8/30/12
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FEBRUARY 2013

24 – 28: WM Symposia
Phoenix Convention Center
Phoenix, AZ
www.wmsym.org

25 – 26: Natural Gas Vehicle    
 Infrastructure Conference & Exhibition
Renaissance Houston Greenway Plaza Hotel
Houston, TX
www.ngvevent.com 

25 – 26: SWANA’s Road to Zero Waste 
Embassy Suites Atlanta Centennial Olympic Park
Atlanta, GA
http://zerowaste.swana.org 

27 – 28: Landfill Symposium
Embassy Suites Atlanta Centennial Olympic Park
Atlanta, GA
http://landfill.swana.org 

MARCH 2013

5 – 6: CALSTART-NTEA  
 Green Truck Summit 2013
Indianapolis Convention Center
Indianapolis, Indiana
www.calstart.org

6 – 8: The Work Truck Show
Indiana Convention Center
Indianapolis, IN
www.ntea.com 

10 – 13: 26th Southeast Recycling  
 Conference & Trade Show
Hilton Sandestin Beach Golf Resort & Spa
Destin, Florida
www.southeastrecycling.com 

10 – 13: The 28th International 
 Conference on Solid Waste  
 Technology and Management
Radisson Warwick Hotel 
Philadelphia, PA
http://solid-waste.org/ 

18 – 21: SWANA’s 36th Landfill Gas   
 Symposium
Las Vegas, NV
www.swana.org

19 – 20: Plastics Recycling Conference
Sheraton New Orleans
New Orleans, LA
www.plasticsrecycling.com

19 – 21: Americana 2013: 10th   
 International  Environmental  
 Technology Trade Show and Conference 
Palais Des Congres De Montreal
Montreal, QC
http://americana.org

Mark Your Calendar
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Government Gossip
Solid Waste and Recycling Industry Representatives Join 
U.S. Environmental Technologies Trade Advisory Committee 

The U.S. Department of Commerce announces that two U.S. solid waste 
and recycling industry leaders had been appointed to the U.S. Environmental 
Technologies Trade Advisory Committee, a group that advises the government 
on expanding U.S. exports of environmental technologies, goods and services. 
Ronald J. McCracken, the principal of RJM Associates and a trustee of EIA, 
and Janice Comer Bradley, EIA executive vice president of EIA’s WASTEC, 
joined the government committee. McCracken said that it is a great opportunity 
for the hundreds of companies represented by WASTEC to help grow the export 
of vital solid waste and recycling technologies, goods and services and improve 
the environment. “The solid waste and recycling industry has revolutionized the 
management of waste and recyclables in the U.S. through the use of innovative 
technologies. We are helping the Department of Commerce identify these 
technologies for export assistance. Not only will this benefit U.S. exports, but 
also the environment in many other countries can benefit by applying these 
innovations.” McCracken and Bradley’s appointments are effective through 
September 24, 2014.

For more information, visit www.environmentalistseveryday.org.

SWANA Supports the Extension of a Production Tax 
Credit for Renewable Energy

On December 17, SWANA sent a letter to leaders of the Senate and House 
of Representatives supporting passage of the Family and Business Tax Cut 
Certainty Act of 2012, S.3521, which would expand the number of landfill 

gas and waste-to-energy projects that are eligible to receive a Production 
Tax Credit for renewable energy creation. It would increase the number of 
renewable energy production facilities that qualify for the Production Tax 
Credit by including projects that are under construction by the December 31, 
2013 deadline, rather than just those projects that are placed in service by that 
date. “Passage of this legislation would support the further development of 
facilities that recover renewable energy from solid waste,” said John H. Skinner, 
Ph.D., SWANA’s Executive Director and CEO. “This would further America’s 
efforts towards a sound and sustainable renewable energy policy that emphasizes 
energy independence and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.”

For more information or to read a copy of the letter, visit www.swana.org.

OSHA Issues 2012 Inspection Plan to Reduce Injuries and 
Illnesses at High-Hazard Workplaces

OSHA has issued its annual inspection plan under the Site-Specific Targeting 
2012 program to direct enforcement resources to workplaces where the highest 
rates of injuries and illnesses occur. The SST program is one of OSHA’s main 
programmed inspection plans for high-hazard, non-construction workplaces that 
have 20 or more workers. The SST plan is based on data collected from a survey of 
80,000 establishments in high-hazard industries. As part of the SST-12 program, 
OSHA is conducting a study to evaluate the effectiveness of the program based 
on 1,260 randomly selected establishments. In addition to the SST program, 
OSHA implements both national and local emphasis inspection programs, which 
include programmed inspections, to target high-risk hazards and industries. 

For more information, visit www.osha.gov.
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In the Spotlight

Jonesborough, TN’s Solid Waste Disposal Department: 
Becoming a Leader in the Waste Industry

Pro-active in the 
approach to their 
employees, surrounding 
community and 
programs, Jonesborough, 
TN’s Solid Waste 
Disposal Department is 
PuShiNg The NeeDle 
from comPlaceNcy To 
iNNovaTioN.

EstablishEd in 1779, JonEsborough is  
Tennessee’s oldest town with a rich history of public 
services. Law records from the 1800s mandated that 
every able-bodied male spend two hours per week 
cleaning up the streets and hauling away trash. In 
turn, the public waste disposal program was created. 
Today, the town’s Solid Waste Disposal Department 
has become one of the premier examples of good 
stewardship and responsible waste disposal covering the 
entire spectrum of community waste and a population 
of about 4,800. Household garbage, light industrial and 
commercial waste are managed alongside some of the 
more reclaimable waste such as recyclables, leaves and 
brush, which are all handled through the system.

Keeping Costs Down
According to Gary Lykins, Fleet Manager for the Solid 

Waste Disposal Department, the state of the economy 
has affected all operations in the public and private 
sector. “Some of the most visible differences are the price 
of tires, fluids and of course fuel. The price of petroleum 
products can be loosely tied to economic conditions but 
the main focus for a public sector operation is keeping 
cost low when customers are struggling with all their 
bills.” He points out that the town of Jonesborough 
has a governing body that has shown extraordinary 
efforts to be progressive while keeping costs down for 
the residents. Not only is there a recycling discount in 

The Jonesborough TN’s new Peterbilt with a  
Rebuilt Heil Rapid Rail Body provided by Alliance Refuse Trucks.
Photos courtesy of Gary Lykins.
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Equipment loans and leases for refuse haulers

When it’s time to finance or lease your next truck, it helps to work with a lender who understands the equipment 
you work with every day. Wells Fargo has a team of equipment finance professionals who are dedicated to the waste 
industry. We know how to create equipment acquisition strategies that make sense for refuse haulers. 

When you work with Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, you benefit from our:
• Waste industry knowledge and experience financing trucks, containers, compactors, and more
• Simple application process
• Competitive rates and terms
• Variety of lease and loan options for new and used equipment 
• CNG equipment knowledge

Get the information you need from a refuse equipment finance specialist. Call today.

wellsfargo.com/specialtyvehicles

John Pratt, Western U.S.  
612-316-0692 • john.m.pratt@wellsfargo.com

Mark Spease, Northern Central U.S. 
612-308-6749 • mark.a.spease@wellsfargo.com

Kyle Key, Southern Central U.S. 
817-919-8106 • kyle.key@wellsfargo.com

Jason Gregory, Eastern U.S. 
203-743-6812 • jason.a.gregory@wellsfargo.com

Rob Linghorne, Canada 
416-774-2025 • robert.linghorne@wellsfargo.com
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place that gives a $2 credit to the residents that choose to participate in the 
curbside recycling program, but recapped tires, optimized routes and engine 
computer control programs have also lowered operating costs while greatly 
reducing down time.

The Solid Waste Disposal Department’s Director, Jeff Thomas, explains 
that the town of Jonesborough has also been pro-active in their approach of 

involving the employees in safety-related training programs. “These programs 
are designed to promote the safety and health of employees. By promoting and 
encouraging our employees to be cognizant of unsafe practices, the number and 
severity of work-related injuries and illnesses is dramatically reduced.” He goes 
on to say that reducing on-the-job injuries is a direct co-relationship to worker’s 
compensation insurance claims being diminished. “Our wellness program for 
employees is another added benefit our organization uses to promote health 
and safety concerns. It allows an employee and their family members to use 
the services for any reason emotionally and physically related to stress or other 
concerns, in a confidentiality situation.”

In addition, Thomas encourages members of the department to participate and 
become engaged with improving and educating their surrounding community’s 
environment.  In fact, he recently recommended to the town’s Mayor and Council 
members that Jonesborough become an affiliate of “Keep America Beautiful 
(KAB)/Keep Tennessee Beautiful”, an organization that represents the core 
values of litter prevention, waste reduction and recycling, and beautification 

and community improvement. “Although, Jonesborough already 
participates in these core values, KAB offers important resources and 
guiding principles, which will enhance our vision.”

 

A Tidy Operation 
Lykins says that right now the industry’s number one challenge is to 

push the needle from complacency to innovation and become leaders 
in the waste industry. “Far too often it is said that the refuse collection 
industry is a necessary evil and it is just best to look away and let it 
get done. In our case the elected officials, management and operators 
are engaged in making this the best solid waste department it can be.”

An overview of the Solid Waste Disposal Department reveals a tidy 
little operation—one automated side loader with about 2,000 stops 
per week, one front loader with 116 commercial dumpsters (most 
dumped multiple times per week) and a converted landscape truck 
for curbside recycling. One of the main challenges Jonesborough has 
encountered is the expense of collection equipment. “Refuse trucks 
are in the $250k ballpark and the operational costs are enormous,” 
says Lykins. “Given the nature of a refuse route’s everyday operation 
in all weather conditions, all traffic scenarios and all volume swings, 
it is imperative to have a solid truck ready to go to work. Keeping this 
equipment in a state of readiness is perhaps the biggest challenge of any 
refuse operation, but doing it with minimal or no backup equipment 
requires an airtight maintenance program.” Jonesborough’s operators 
are the front line in the program’s maintenance process map and their 
maintenance education has been a huge credit to the department. 
Lykins says that properly trained operators are able to thwart the 
small problems and make the shop aware of impending failures. 
“Without this front line we could not hope to have dependable long 
lasting equipment.” Daily checks include fluids, lights and steering 
components; however, Lykins says that the real benefit is “operator 
ownership” of the asset. The pre- and post-trips are handled by the 
operator and regular service intervals are observed. The trucks are 
equipped with pneumatic grease guns and tires are monitored daily. 
“Tires are changed in axle sets according to tread depth. Axle tires 
with the same tread depth last longer. If a tire set has just 5 pounds 
of pressure difference, it will drag 87 feet for every mile driven. It is a 
fact that matched axle sets keeps costs down,” stresses Lykins. 

During the Department’s 2011/2012 fiscal year, they were faced with the 
imminent demise of their current automated side loader. At 11 years old, the 
body had literally cost tens of thousands of dollars in repair over the previous 
two years and the constant downtime was a major inconvenience to the 
operation. “At a price tag of $225,000 to $275,000, a new automated side 
loader is a major concern in an airtight $500,000 per year budget. We had to 
think outside the box,” says Lykins. “Who would have thought that one day 
a fleet manager would be asked to search for ‘used’ sanitation equipment. The 
Solid Waste Disposal Department has recently purchased, traded or rebuilt 
their small but vital sanitation department. At the behest of our ever-vigilant 

Jonesborough, tn’s solid Waste disposal department: becoming a leader in the Waste industry
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A fork lift used to handle the recycling containers at the Ohio Forklift Warehouse. 

A Ford wheel loader used in the mulch operation.



Mayor, fleet management was given the awesome responsibility of reinventing 
the department through equipment purchases.”

Lykins explains that the Department purchased a 2008 Peterbilt fitted with 
a refurbished automated side loader with only 400 miles from Alliance Refuse 
Trucks in Arizona for $165,000. Their 2002 Peterbilt automated side loader 
only had 80,000 miles on it so Lykins sent it to Alliance Refuse Trucks to be 
fitted with a Heil front end loader body. In exchange for the front end loader 
body, installation and transportation, they traded their 
2006 international 7900 with a Heil 5000 rear loader body 
(independently valued at $65,000). This move allowed for 
a vacant position in the sanitation department in which 
they could make additional equipment purchases as needed, 
including a fleet of 116 dumpsters that was estimated to 
cost more than the truck. However, the Department found 
a place in Bristol, IN that would take their rear loader bins 
in on a trade value and then sell them front loaders to match 
at a quantity discount rate. “So with a little creativity in 
freight we have more than $90,000 dollars in dumpsters for 
around $40,000,” says Lykins. Now, all that was left was 
purchasing a truck for their curbside recycle service and a 
2004 Isuzu NPR fit the bill. “It was already fitted with a 
landscape bed and we up-fitted with separate bins for the 
curb sort recycling. We spent a great price on it—$6,600,” 
says Lykins.

Keeping Costs Low
One of the Solid Waste Disposal Department’s current 

challenges includes keeping costs low in the face of rising 
fuel and landfill costs. One of the innovations within the 
department has been an alternative landfill site. Eco-Safe 
Environmental (Advance Disposal) in Sullivan County 
opened in September 2012. Before that, the disposal site 
for all municipal solid waste was being transported to Iris 
Glen. Says Thomas, “The decision to transport all MSW to 
Eco-Safe in October 2012, was simply an economical and 
business decision. The new site is a conversion landfill that 
is using the cellulose in the garbage to make methane and 
other products. They charge less per ton and it is easy to 
make an environmental case for dumping there.”

Lykins explains that reducing the waste stream is another 
way to reduce costs. “Our recycling program recently got a 
little boost from big brother by putting RFID tags on the 
recycle totes and scanning them each time the recycling 
is picked up at the curb. The scanned information is kept 
in the billing office and a $2 discount is applied to their 
bill for the customers’ efforts.” Although some money 
may apply in the sale of recyclables, the real value comes 
from the reduction in tonnage. “Our recyclable materials 
are worth the $32 per ton in discounts before the first 
aluminum can or cardboard box is sold to the recycler.” 

Towards the Future
The Department is currently looking into a partnership 

with a private company to further reduce their tonnage 

with the collection and composing of food waste. Although the Department 
is no stranger to composting, the collection process for food waste has always 
been a hurdle. Says Lykins, “In the future we hope to find a way to productively 
make food waste and cooking oil collection a reality.” | WA

For more information on the Town of Jonesborough Solid Waste Disposal Department, 
contact Jeff Thomas at (423) 791-3813 or via e-mail at jbofleet@yahoo.com.
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In today’s 
technology world, 
there are many 
more optIons for 
a “paperless” 
route solutIon 
In-vehIcle. Buying 
a software product 
that provides fully 
integrated mapping 
and multiple routing 
options combined 
with paperless 
solutions provides 
many benefits.

Software

Best Features You Should Look  
For in Routing and Mapping
Ron Davey

IncreasIng productIvIty and maxImIzIng profIt-
ability are more important today than ever.  This article 
will touch on some key factors relating to routing and 
fully-integrated mapping features that can assist to 
achieve these goals.

Optimization
The term “optimization” in routing is loosely used in 

conjunction with provision of routing efficiencies.  While 
optimization can improve overall route time, it should be 
viewed simply as a starting point to make improvements. 
Factors such as traffic delays, timed arrival stops, etc. can 
change the picture considerably. However, using a product 
that provides optimization will give you an excellent 
benchmark of how route time can be improved and can be 
compared against routes prior to running optimization for 
comparison of benefits.  

Route Statistics
A system that provides detailed dynamic tracking of 

route times and statistics is valuable in calculating route 
profitability. While an accounting package provides profit 

and loss information, it cannot drill down at a route 
level as to how profitable each route is for your business.    
Capturing information including: costs related to pro-
rated revenue, service revenue, disposal cost, disposal 
revenue, driver cost, fuel cost and vehicle costs, gives a 
clear picture of overall profit on each route and ensures 
routes are as efficient as possible and brings any issues to 
the forefront.

Multiple Route View/Overlaps
Routing efficiencies in a product should include the 

ability to ensure your drivers are not passing each other. 
Having the ability to view multiple routes on the map 
at the same time will provide a visual check to ensure 
stops are in the best positions and whether there is benefit 
to moving a stop(s) to ensure the route is at maximum 
efficiency.

Map Views
A map driven system provides many visual pictures at 

a glance of how efficient routes are and when changes are 
made. For example, you may need to travel a significant 

Images courtesy of RouteOptix.

Visually locate proximity of 
closest customers/easily 
identify most efficient route 
for a customer.

Optimization assists to improve overall route time. 
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brochure and DVD package 
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of the AFL system.
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HIGHEST PRODUCTIVITY   At 4-5 seconds the Curotto-Can AFL has the 
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distance to service a customer. When adding this customer to a route, you 
should have the ability to determine how much this will cost you in time and 
distance to satisfy this request and make an informed decision whether it will be 
worthwhile for your business. In addition to statistics about distance travelled, 
having the ability to visually look at where all your customers are located on a 
map has a benefit as you can pass this information to your sales staff and have 
them work on building sales density in areas where this is applicable. Another 
benefit is the ability to visualize routes and show estimated route times and 
statistics changing dynamically as calls are added, moved and deleted.

Latitude and Longitude
The ability to use latitude and longitude is crucial for companies servicing 

rural addresses or locations where a street address or position is not available. 
Being dependant on physical address information in a system can limit routing 
capabilities considerably in these situations.

Best Route for a New Customer
Providing the ability to visually locate the proximity of the closest customers 

to a new customer enables customer service and/or dispatch to identify the best 
route on which to place the new customer. A decision can be made quickly and 
efficiently from the first point of contact with the new customer as to choices 
when you will be in his area and the best time to service him.

Different Types of Routing
Flexibility is the key for your business.  If you need to provide both regularly 

scheduled and on-call routing, ensure the system you choose has the capability 
to provide both types of routing.

A Paperless Route Solution
In today’s technology world, there are many more options for a “paperless” 

route solution in-vehicle. Purchasing a software product that is fully integrated 
to a GPS system for example, provides many benefits. Instead of printing 
a paper route sheet for your driver each day, you now have the flexibility of 
uploading a route directly from the back office application to the vehicle. This 

will provide a live date and time stamp in the software application of when 
calls were completed which can then be updated to production statistics and 
reporting information. Navigation is also provided with GPS options. Another 
option is to have the route available on a hand-held device for services, pickups 
and deliveries. There are certain devices that can also provide phone capabilities 
as well as the option to have either live or batch updates into the software 
application. Other options include the ability to have receipts printed, capture 
signatures and scan bar codes. Running a software application on a n in-
vehicle, cost-effective, rugged tablet device allows for mapping and directions 
regarding the route which, again, can either be updated live or at the end of day 
into the software application.

Providing the Most Efficient Tools
The old adage “a picture is worth a thousand words” says it all—you can 

instantly visualize your customers, services, etc. on a map.  Whether you are 
changing, adding or deleting stops, being able to see the effect of those changes 
in terms of route statistical information and calculation of route profitability 
is important. Having the ability to visually ensure your drivers are not passing 
each other also assists to ensure your routes are as efficient as possible. Providing 
your dispatchers with tools to quickly assess the best route on which to place 
a new customer presents your company as competent and proficient. Paperless 
solutions such as GPS, hand-held devices or tablets provide further efficiencies 
when integrated to a back office software. | WA

Ron Davey is President of RouteOptix Inc (Kitchener, ON). He has been developing 
vehicle routing and mapping software applications for 30 years. In 1980, Ron worked 
in the solid waste industry for many years and co-wrote software for a large solid waste 
organization. In 1990 Ron was hired as a consultant and wrote software for a solid 
waste technology company. In 1998, Ron recognized the need for software to service other 
vertical markets with similar challenges to the solid waste and recycling industries and 
designed his own vehicle routing and mapping application that was released in 2000. 
The creation of Ron’s company, RouteOptix Inc. coincided with this release. RouteOptix 
services solid waste, scrap metal industry, liquid waste, medical waste, recycling, grease, 
oil recovery and document destruction industries.  Ron can be reached at (866) 926-
7849, via e-mail at info@routeoptix.com or visit the Web site at www.routeoptix.com. 

Best features you should Look for in routing and mapping

View up to 18 routes on the screen to ensure your drivers are not passing each other. GPS is one option for providing a paperless route and live date/time stamps.
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By examining three 
key criteria, waste 
fleet operators 
can maximize 
the investment 
in their new cnG 
vehicles and 
fuelinG stations, 
gain greater 
visibility in their 
operations and 
ensure they are 
effectively insulated 
from the pricing 
volatility that has 
become the norm in 
today’s fuel market.

Fuel Managment

How Waste Fleets Can Maximize  
Fuel Savings While Adopting CNG 
Ryan Mossman  

Natural gas aNd, specifically, compressed 
natural gas (CNG) fueling stations and vehicles running 

on CNG were all over the industry news in 2012. 
Organizations such as Republic and Veolia added CNG 
collection vehicles to their fleet makeup in Pennsylvania, 
Texas and Wisconsin, while Waste Management opened 
more than a dozen CNG fueling stations to support its 
growing fleet of CNG vehicles. While the adoption of 
CNG and other alternative fuels in select markets makes a 
great deal of sense and can lead to savings, the fuel portfolio 
for these organizations and others like them is becoming 
more complex and difficult to manage. A number of 
factors make managing this expanding portfolio a unique 
challenge including regional availability and pricing 
differentials for each fuel. Other factors such as managing 
supply agreements with a larger number of suppliers in 
each region, monitoring inventory levels for each fuel and 
reconciling all of these transactions with pricing agreements 
will increase the administrative workload. To manage this 
complex mix of fueling activity and components, fleets need 
to use technology to help streamline the transactions and 
activities associated with these fuel purchases. In addition 
to these considerations, fuel price volatility increases the 
difficulty of managing these fuels and creates the need to 
make these decisions at the proper time. 

Evaluating Your Supply Portfolio
Differing fuel alternatives, like CNG, are being 

adopted by waste fleets across the country. The complexity 
around determining the proper supply portfolio mix and 
managing fuel forecasting, ordering, dispatching and 
financial reconciliation will rise greatly due to this mixed 
supply portfolio. Companies have made the decision to 
adopt CNG and other alternatives to traditional diesel 
fuel due to cost considerations and other company 
initiatives. Perhaps one unintended consequence of 
these moves has been to create a fuel supply portfolio 
that is more sophisticated and difficult to manage. Fleet 
operators with a mixed supply portfolio will face greater 
complexity in determining the proper supply portfolio 
mix and managing fuel forecasting, ordering, dispatching 

and financial reconciliation as compared to managing 
a single fuel for the fleet. With this greater complexity 
comes a greater operational cost due to a diversified supply 
portfolio that includes CNG and other alternatives to 
traditional diesel fuel. 

The Impact of Fuel Price Volatility
Besides the logistics needed to manage your fleet 

fueling needs, fuel price volatility is the elephant in the 
room that makes every logistical step in the process more 
critical. Given recent research reported in Forbes1 last year, 
volatility is here for the foreseeable future, on the increase 
and something companies must attempt to manage. 
With daily price swings of 3 cents or more per gaellon 
of gasoline happening nearly 50 percent of the time, it is 
something that all fleet managers have to be concerned 
with.2 In addition to the frequency of these movements, 
daily price swings of 5 cents to 25 cents are expected each 
month for ULSD (Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel). 

With such dramatic changes, one can only imagine what 
a number of purchases on the wrong side of this swing can do 
to monthly fuel budget. An experienced fuel management 
team can effectively manage against these movements and 
fully take advantage of the opportunity that they present. 
The right purchasing decisions could mean the difference 
between a great quarter and year or a lackluster one. In 
just one example of the impact fuel volatility can have, the 
nation’s largest waste company lowered earnings in the first 
quarter of 2012 in part due to higher fuel prices.

Natural gas is exhibiting similar market volatility and, 
as an example, increased in price more than 10 percent 
from June to July last year. However, prices overall were 
much lower than the previous year, according to the 
Energy Information Administration’s report, U.S. Natural 
Gas Wellhead Price. 

Employing Technology to Gain a 
Competitive Advantage

The best path towards reducing the financial impact on 
operations and minimizing the effect of price volatility is 
through fuel management automation. By employing this 
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technology, fleet operators can solve these increasingly 
difficult problems and gain control of the expanding 
fuel portfolio. Fuel management automation technology 
enables fleet managers to streamline and automate the 
tasks associated with managing a diversified portfolio, 
such as multiple supplier invoice reconciliation, product 
procurement and dispatch, and monitoring of tank levels.

However, many organizations don’t have the internal 
expertise or desire to manage this technology internally 
because it is not core to its business. For those organizations, 
outsourcing is a great option as it enables them to take 
advantage of best-in-class people, processes and technology, 
while allowing them to focus on things more central to the 
business and saving money on fueling costs.

Fuel Management Technology  
as a Service

Outsourcing provides organizations with the ability to 
take advantage of leading technology, as well as leverage 
the experience of a team of dedicated fuel managers. This 
third-party provider assumes responsibility for optimizing 
and directing all fuel management activities for all types 
of fuel needed for the fleet, and then provides reporting on 
the results of these activities. These activities can include 
everything from supplier and distributor selection and 
demand forecasting and ordering to fuel, freight and tax 
reconciliation. 

When outsourced fuel management is approached in the 
right way, fleet-based companies can have more favorable 
supply agreements in place and gain the advantages of a 
large fuel buying network. Greater supply options and 
more sophisticated buying techniques mean lower costs that 
companies can pass along to their customers. 

Another important aspect of outsourced fuel management 
is the ability to leverage the collective experience and 
best practice expertise that third-party fuel management 
professionals offer. Coupled with cutting-edge technology, 
the combination is difficult to recreate internally.

Finding the Right Provider 
When examining fuel management technology 

solutions, fleet managers should examine some key areas 
to find the provider that best fits their needs. First, find 
out if the outsourced suppliers supply fuel themselves. At 
times, fleets may not get the best supply arrangements due 
to conflicts of interest inherent if the supplier owns the 
fuel. Supplier independence ensures that an outsourcing 
provider has the company’s best interest at heart. 

Second, examine whether the outsourcer has the ability 
to evaluate the multitude of supply options including 
alternative fuels, available prices indices, historical 
pricing trends, regional pricing differences and other 
factors that will create a truly strategic, cost-reducing 
supply portfolio.
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Finally, explore whether the 
vendor has a deep understanding 
of fuel volatility and can effectively 
manage against it. Given the 
recent trends in fuel price 
volatility, it is important that a 
vendor be able to demonstrate its 
understanding of volatility in the 
fuel market. 

By keeping these three 
key criteria in mind, waste 
fleet operators can maximize 
the investment in their 
new CNG vehicles and 
fueling stations, gain greater 
visibility in their operations and ensure they are effectively insulated from 
the pricing volatility that has become the norm in today’s fuel market. 
| WA

Ryan Mossman is vice president and general manager of FuelQuest’s (Houston, TX) 
fuel services, and leverages his years of experience applying technology and business process 
improvements to help energy, retail, commercial and industrial clients. Ryan can be reached at 
rmossman@fuelquest.com.

Notes
1. Forbes, November 12, 2012.

2. FuelQuest, Fuel Market Analysis, “The New Normal”.

Natural gas and, specifically, CNG fueling stations and 
vehicles running on CNG were all over the industry 
news in 2012.
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With a diligent 
strategy based 
on delivering 
genuine community 
benefits, gaining the 
support of a strong 
political champion 
and engaging 
a balanced, 
well-rounded 
team, project 
proponents can 
turn a skeptical 
public and 
critical media 
into supporters 
and champions.

Strategies/Planning

Winning Approval for the Toughest Projects
John P. Foden

Winning over public opinion for neW or 
controversial projects can be a difficult, time consuming 
and expensive assignment. But it’s not impossible. The 
energy-from-waste (EfW) experience is instructive in 
this regard. Despite global success using technology 
that addresses one of the most intractable policy issues—
managing waste locally while generating clean, renewable 
power—the industry continues to face opposition from 
groups too quick to label it “controversial.”

Nevertheless, the Canadian EfW industry has grown 
by approximately 100 percent over the past five years, a 
rate of success made possible by taking a diligent, strategic 
approach to project development and by proactively 
focusing on transparent communications.

Understanding the Business Case
Every project requires a business case, but a winning 

proposal needs to make an argument that establishes the 
merits of the project in a way that goes beyond costs and 
revenues. It should solve a long-term problem with a 
made-in-my-backyard solution.  It should limit potential 
spillovers, ensuring that problems created by the project 
effect only those who benefit from the proposal or have 
a direct connection to the project.  Including sustainable 
attributes is key, particularly if it also demonstrates a 
long-term commitment to continuous investment in 
community renewal and quality of life. In other words, 
containing costs is key, but not the most important criteria 
if the lowest cost leads to a race to the bottom.

Setting the Political Stage
Establishing a relationship with a respected, 

independent politician is an essential early step. This 
“star” candidate will have to speak positively about the 
project and the vendors, understand the political (electoral) 
opportunities and risks of the project, and be willing to 
stand up to an impetuous council, strident opponents and 
a sensationalizing media.

Creating a Favorable Political Majority
With a political champion on your side, creating a 

favorable political majority is possible by highlighting the 

technological, political and financial benefits of the project 
that best align with legislative and regulatory objectives.  
In the case of EfW, this might explain how a new plant 
satisfies international, federal, provincial/State goals 
related to renewable energy, sustainable environmental 
practices, technological innovation and economic renewal.  
For the local audience, the alignment may come in the 
form of value-added job creation, increased property tax 
assessment and alternative revenue sources.

Managing the Approvals Processes
In seeking to produce a transparent and predictable 

result regardless of time or cost, public officials do not 
face the same expectations as private vendors, so the 
process seldom reflects a balance of interests. Whereas 
private companies want to economize on costs and reduce 
timelines, public officials seek to maximize citizen input 
and minimize any unnecessary externalities.

Proponents typically know more about proposed 
solutions than regulators, so the real challenge with any 
approvals process is closing the knowledge gap (between 
what is claimed and what can be controlled) in order to 
elevate the quality of the technical deliberations so that 
regulators and proponents share a common and mutually 
acceptable level of understanding.  Face-to-face meetings 
are a productive means of bridging the gap; sharing peer-
reviewed studies will insert third-party objectivity into 
the deliberations; highlighting the positive experiences in 
other jurisdictions can empower decision-makers.

Negotiating the Deal
There’s a line demarcating when it’s time to stop selling 

and start working, and it’s important for vendors to know 
where it is. Americans, Canadians and Europeans hold 
distinctive world views and therefore, place different 
values on both the process and results of contractual 
negotiations, so it is prudent to hire some homegrown 
talent who understand the local language and business 
culture, and who are also most familiar with the political 
geography of the community.

Sharing long-term profits, or marketing secondary 
products collaboratively, such as heat, syngas, GHGs, etc., 
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can improve the quality of any deal. Setting unregulated standards, such as 
sustainability measures, elevated recycling rates and onsite emissions reporting 
can represent a win-win-win scenario.

Managing Internal Resources
One strong political leader may drive the project, but it is critical that the 

project team engage talents from a cross section of disciplines. Getting the 
right talent on the project team means finding a balance between policy-specific 
knowledge and other forms of mission-critical experience, which may require 
employees from other departments where they may have gained intimate 
familiarity with approvals and regulations, project management (dealing 
directly with vendors and consultants), corporate history (gained through years 
of employment) or diplomacy (by virtue of reporting directly and frequently to 
the sitting members of council).

Organizing External Resources
When engaging outside resources, hire expert professionals whose track 

record and reputation will mitigate any doubt or challenges to the decision-
making process. Then deploy the best presenter from each firm—the person 
most likely to inspire confidence in a critical public audience. This person is 
often not the same as the technical expert studying the issues.

Driving Public Affairs
The goal of any advocacy campaign is to provide political “cover” for a 

positive decision by maintaining an appropriate presence throughout the entire 
process—from idea origination to facility construction. Proponents must be a 

part of the process, informing policy development, procurement, leading (or at 
least cooperating) in the approvals phase, and then sharing the responsibility 
of educating the public and media once the project is under construction and 
headed towards operations. Showing up when an RFP is issued is almost always 
too late for any legitimate vendor.

It is important to be sensitive to local political idiosyncrasies, which means 
that project proponents must be creative and proactive with their media 
relations and stakeholder outreach to ensure that they are moving opinion 
despite attempts—even no matter how well-intentioned—to stifle it.

The importance of investing in a credible industry association—or creating 
one if necessary—cannot be underestimated as it ensures that allies and partners 
from the broadest possible constituency hear one key message.

A successful public affairs campaign will identify all key political stakeholders 
and understand their trigger points related to the key issues, recognizing that 
all these individual decision makers play to different audiences.  Relentless 
communication is essential; presenting key messages tailored specifically to 
select audiences will ensure divergent groups come to the same conclusion 
within the context of their own interests.

Coordinating Communications Planning
Project proponents must embrace an extensive public consultation process, 

from beginning to end, including church basement community meetings, cable 
television debates, council presentations, and regulatory briefings.  There’s no 
way to avoid these outreach exercises, nor should that be a goal. Proponents 
should seek out public events as a means of engaging the most active and 
articulate citizens—both friends and foes, as well as those with an open mind.

8 7 9 -  8  7  8 9
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Selecting Tools and Allocating Resources
As with any project and political campaign, it is important to 

align communications goals and objectives with key audiences, such 
as council members, regulatory officials, legislators, local media and 
affected communities.  Outreach documentation does not need to be 
too sophisticated or complicated—though accuracy, transparency and 
accountability are the priorities in any communications campaign 
involving controversial issues. Success is possible with standard-issue 
communications tools, including fact-based briefing notes, “frequently 
asked questions” and non-technical consultation material using simple 
language that is jargon-free. A Web site is essential and social media 
(Twitter, Facebook, etc.) are critical tools to push/pull messages.

Focus groups can be organized to test both messages and support 
within a host community while polling (Internet, automated phone 
system, traditional telephone interviews, etc.) may validate public 
support and provide evidence that this “controversial” project is actually 
an electoral winner to elected politicians, who live and die by polling.

However, despite the pervasiveness of social media, it is important to 
understand that it is still not treated as a legitimate measure of public 
input, a format given equal weight with traditional forms of outreach. 
Although social media provides direct access to public opinion, in too 
many jurisdictions it is not treated with the same validity as public 
meetings. Polling informs election strategy everywhere, but is seldom 
used as a primary means of informing policy decisions.

Maybe the Internet is still too new; or maybe the technology is 
too accessible to groups with no vested interest in the issues being 
debated.  The fact is that politicians trust their gut instincts when 
it comes to controversy, and they intuitively understand the value 
of polls depends entirely on who controls “the ask” and how the 
question is presented.  The Internet remains a bit of a novelty, out of 
political control, and the processes do not yet exist to eliminate the 
potential for manipulation.  This must change.

Countering Organized Opposition
The first step in managing opposition is to acknowledge that it 

is real, and a permanent feature of every public affairs campaign. 
However, the “opponents” who fill the community hall during the 
early public meetings are not the same as the “zealots” who will work 
against the project at all costs for the entire duration. The former 
typically arrive with some skepticism and curiosity, and will see 
the merits of the projects once presented with sensible, fact-based 
arguments; their numbers will decline in direct proportion to the 
transparency of the outreach and information.  The latter, which can 
be usually counted on one or two hands, come to the process with an 
ideological position and will not acknowledge the positive benefits of 
the project under any circumstances.

Opposition is the first rule of politics; accepting the impossibility 
convincing the zealots on the merits of a winning project should come 
as a relief.  These folks represent the “long tail of the bell curve,” so 
their strident position should actually free-up resources that can be 
invested in genuine, honest communications with the vast majority 
of citizens and taxpayers who want plain answers, to understand.

Relationships with local/ad hoc stakeholder groups and individuals 
must be nurtured, not assumed. The way to stand-up to criticism 

Lessons Learned:  
Durham Region’s EfW Plant
After an extensive 10-year process, Durham Region in Ontario 
(Canada) finally won approval to build a new, state-of-the-art EfW 
plant.  The project is highly instructive; it involved hundreds of public 
meetings, a prohibition on “lobbying” (for proponents, though not 
between project opponents and council) and input from so-called 
experts flown in to testify against the project.

Despite the ban, the Canadian Energy-From-Waste Coalition 
(CEFWC) maintained a presence in Durham Region via its Web site, 
speaking engagements and media outreach. Although industry 
had no direct contact with municipal staff until all phases of the 
decision making process were complete, the industry was visible 
and informing the debate by educating other stakeholders, including 
citizens groups and provincial regulators.

In the end, determined political leadership and transparent decision-
making won the day. Moreover, municipal staff derived community 
support by including architectural enhancements in the contract; 
taxpayer value was further enhanced with a cost of maintenance 
provision and a clause to protect a prescribed residual value of the 
facility.

Although built on a greenfield site, regulatory officials have indicated 
that going forward they would like to see other EFW projects built 
closer to commercial and institutional uses. They began to see the 
technology as part of the public health infrastructure, not unlike 
a water treatment plant. They have also stated that in the future 
they would like to have the preferred vendor selected before a 
municipality seeks Environmental Assessment approval because 
this would improve the process with a more timely technology 
review and engage the maximum amount of expertise at the earliest 
possible stage of development. The Durham York Energy Centre is 
now under construction and headed towards operations in Q4 2014.

Preferred concept rendering of Durham York Energy Centre provided by Covanta Energy and 
McMillan Associates Architects.

Winning Approval for the Toughest projects
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from “jet-setting celebrity” environmentalists is to maintain an on-the-
ground presence, close to the project, in order to answer any questions or 
discuss any details to any person as necessary.

Working with Media
Serendipity is not a strategy, and hoping for positive media coverage 

is the easiest way to lose control of the agenda. Good news is never 
good enough; selling the “controversy” is too easy. Moving forward 
productively means accepting the fact that it may not be possible to get 
media on your project’s side entirely and that just a handful of opponents 
may continuously garner more sensational attention than the most 
unbiased and dedicated broadcast/press campaign.  Quite often, the most 
well researched article will lie waiting for publication when there is a 
project opponent sowing baseless stories of fear. 

Circulating background information in the form of simple, honest, 
unbiased documentation is key. Editorial board meetings are a highly 
effective means of modifying media perspectives and attitudes. Negative 
coverage should be addressed promptly in the form of letters to the 
editor, opinion pieces and freelance articles.

A Diligent Strategy
Faced with difficult public policy challenges, communities everywhere 

are searching for new, innovative solutions. However, “new” can lead to 
“controversy”, which can result in an unnecessarily long and difficult 
road to approval and implementation. With a diligent strategy based on 
delivering genuine community benefits, gaining the support of a strong 
political champion and engaging a balanced, well-rounded team, project 
proponents can turn a skeptical public and critical media into supporters 
and champions, as well as winning over public opinion and acquiring 
regulatory approval. | WA

John Foden is President and CEO of PresterJohn Public Affairs (Toronto, 
ON). He is a communications executive with a 20-year track record of success 
providing strategic advice related to public policy, business planning and project 
implementation to a prominent array of international clients in the public, 
private and non-profit sectors. John has published and lectured widely on public 
policy issues, particularly on subjects concerning cities, energy and environmental 
sustainability. His analysis of global and North American developments have 
been presented to federal, state, provincial and municipal agencies, industry 
groups, professional organizations and the general public. He can be reached at 
(416) 763-0815 or via e-mail at jpfoden@presterjohn.ca.
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Only by working 
together can we 
create the mOst 
sustainable 
waste system 
that respects 
the envirOnment 
and ecOnOmy for 
all californians.

Guest Commentary

Californians are Ready for Conversion Technologies
Pat Proano

Californians have always been at the forefront 
of sustainability. There is no better demonstration of this 
leadership than in the County of Los Angeles, where we 
continue to be recognized with awards for excellence 
and achievement in the development and restoration of 
sustainable multi-use eco-systems and capital projects that 
consistently earn Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
design (LEED) certification. We have also become master 
recyclers and maintain some of the highest recycling rates 
in the U.S. In Los Angeles alone, we recycle nearly two 
thirds of our trash. But despite this success, we are now at 
a critical juncture in how to sustainably manage our waste. 

Conversion technologies offer the answer for handling 
that small percentage of materials that just cannot be 
recycled. Put simply, CTs are facilities that convert 
trash into electricity or biofuels, as well as other useful 
byproducts. These technologies have been embraced by 
governments and citizens around the globe. Countries such 
as Japan, Israel and Spain have relied on them for countless 
years for the management of municipal waste. Not only 
would we generate new green collar jobs by constructing 
these facilities locally, but we would also be creating a less 
environmentally impactful system with increased recycling 
rates and reduced air emissions.

Seven years ago, the Los Angeles County Board of 
Supervisors saw the need to establish a more sustainable 
waste management system that reduces our reliance on 
landfills. Coupled with the imminent closure of Puente Hills 
Landfill—the country’s largest landfill—and the escalating 
price of shipping waste to remote parts of California by rail, 
alternatives had to be found. The Board approved a multi-
phased program aimed at promoting the development of 
sophisticated new CT facilities in the region. 

However, State regulations have not kept pace with 
these local efforts, and have in fact hindered development of 
conversion technologies. Current definitions are confusing 
and in some cases scientifically inaccurate, making it difficult 
for them to be permitted in this State. If we cannot develop 
these facilities, we will continue to put trash in the ground—
the least desirable option for all Californians.  

While we’ve been waiting for a legislative fix, 
municipalities continue to be left with the same outdated 
methods for managing waste in our communities.  What 

does that look like?  Since 2000, Californians have thrown 
away approximately half a billion tons of trash. In other 
words, even after reducing, reusing and recycling over half 
of the waste we generated, over the last decade we threw 
away enough trash to fill the renowned Pasadena Rose Bowl 
nearly 2,000 times over.    

Recently, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors 
took a major step forward in developing conversion 
technologies in California with its unanimous approval of 
a motion calling on Sacramento to modernize outdated 
regulations and develop a friendlier attitude to the 
development of CT facilities in the state. And Sacramento 
itself seems to recognize the role conversion technologies 
can play in the management of waste. 

California Governor Jerry Brown’s office recently 
expressed its support for establishing a “technology neutral, 
feedstock based performance standard” to replace the current 
unscientific definition written into State law and establish a 
clearer permitting pathway for CTs. Also, in August 2012, the 
Governor adopted a comprehensive BioEnergy Action Plan, 
collaboratively written by nearly a dozen State environmental 
and regulatory agencies, that calls for accelerating the 
production of renewable energy and clean burning fuels from 
solid waste and other biomass sources in the State.

We are enthusiastic about the opportunity to put these 
technologies into practice locally and throughout the state. 
We must continue working in good faith with those in 
Sacramento and Statewide to ensure that the benefits of 
conversion technologies are available to all Californians. 

Let’s find a way forward by developing modern definitions. 
Let’s work from a factually correct understanding of 
conversion technologies and a clear-eyed assessment of their 
importance in a modern, efficient system. Only by working 
together can we create the most sustainable waste system that 
respects the environment and economy for all Californians. 
| WA  

Pat Proano is an Assistant Deputy Director at the County 
of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, overseeing the 
Department’s Environmental Programs Division. A 30-year 
veteran of Los Angeles County, Pat has most recently been at 
the forefront of the County’s efforts at integrating Conversion 
Technologies into the municipal waste system. He can be reached at 
pproano@dpw.lacounty.gov.
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Idaho Waste 
Systems’ market 
study includes 
reviewing the 
competItIve 
SItuatIon and 
antIcIpated 
prIcIng optIonS 
for those 
competitors.

Waste-By-Rail

Idaho Waste Systems: Making the Business Case
Darell Luther and Ronda Avery

Idaho Waste systems (IWs) Was Introduced 
last month as the participant of a high-level market 
study provided by Tealinc, Ltd.  IWS is a strategically 
geographically-positioned, privately owned northwest 
landfill with many positive aspects.  To start, it has invested 
heavily in operations and landfill infrastructure. It’s 
operations investments include an all-weather service road 
so come rain, snow or sunshine, it can offload containers 
and unload railcars and transport them safely and efficiently 
to the working face of its landfill.  It also has invested in 
machinery capable of moving these containers and bulk 
waste in a time-efficient manner from railhead to landfill. 
IWS has also made the necessary investments in its landfill 
to obtain Sub Title D classification having a fully lined 
and permitted facility with a commercial siting license to 
ensure safe and efficient waste disposal operations.  They 
have a permitted capacity of 46 million tons with the 
ability to expand to more than 210 million tons, making 
room for even the largest waste streams. The next step in 
their process is to fill up their capacity with real business.  

Market Study
A high-level market study has the same facets as any in-

depth market study without the same level of detail.  For 
IWS, our market study focuses on general waste with the 
intent of providing disposal options for municipal solid 
waste (MSW) at the IWS Simco, ID landfill.  Since we 

already have a destination location and capabilities identified, 
the market study will concentrate on origin locations and rail 
rate research from those points to the rail station of Simco.  

Market studies also include some aspect of the 
competitive situation and anticipated pricing options for 
those competitors. In our market study, we recognize those 
competitors but won’t go into the depth required to arrive at 
pricing for those landfills. At this point, IWS is still learning 
the landscape for waste-by-rail and the analysis of the 
potentially competitive landfills requires a very finite review.

Origin Locations
IWS had made exploratory contact with municipalities 

in California, Oregon and Washington concerning MSW 
disposal. These contacts yielded some interest, but IWS 
needed indicative rail rate research to get to the next step.  
Discussions also indicated that IWS was willing to review 
opportunities from any municipality to which it could 
directly market its disposal capabilities.  This resulted in 
11 origin sites selected for evaluation: Stockton, Oakland, 
Colton, Los Angeles, Denver, Omaha, Las Vegas, Albina 
(near Portland), Salt Lake City, Vancouver and Cheyenne. 

Rail Carriers/Rail Rate Research
The rail station at Simco is classified as a captive receiver 

on the Union Pacific Railroad. This basically means that 
no other railroad has access to or can provide destination 

	 Origin	(City,	State)	 State	 	UP6000	Mileage	 Per	Car	Rate
	 	 Pvt	(avg)	 RR	(avg)	 RR-Pvt	
	 	 w/	FSC		 w/	FSC	
	 Stockton	 CA	 1056	 $6,753.40	 	$7,897.90		 	$1,144.50

	 Oakland	 CA	 1091	 	$6,104.90		 	$7,013.90		 	$			909.00	

	 Colton	 CA	 1096	 	$7,552.90		 	$7,710.90		 	$			158.00	

	 Los	Angeles	 CA	 1149	 	$7,319.10		 	$8,559.10		 	$1,240.00	

	 Denver	 CO	 849	 	$6,744.60		 	$7,900.10		 	$1,155.50	

	 Omaha	 NE	 1263	 	$5,513.70		 	$6,310.20		 	$			796.50	

	 Las	Vegas	 NV	 826	 	$6,020.40		 	$7,046.90		 	$1,026.50	

	 Albina	 OR	 513	 	$3,264.20		 	$3,765.70		 	$			501.50	

	 Salt	Lake	City	 UT	 377	 	$3,810.30		 	$4,444.80		 	$			634.50	

	 Vancouver	 WA	 513	 	$3,264.20		 	$3,765.70		 	$			501.50	

	 Cheyenne	 WY	 757	 	$4,070.30		 	$4,722.80		 	$			652.50	

table 1: Origin	city	average	per	car	
rates	to	Simco,	ID.
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service to IWS at Simco. Albeit there are no restrictions to origin location 
railroad service, for simplicity sake we used Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) 
direct routing for all rail research.  For our rail rate research we used generally 
available public data from tariff publications provided by the UPRR Web site. 

Competitive Landfills
Considering the market reach, there are a handful of potentially competitive 

landfills for IWS targeted business. These landfills have strong relationships 
with major railroads and provide their own railcars and, in many cases, 
dedicated origin loading locations and infrastructure. The major competitive 
landfills include US Ecology (30 miles south of the IWS facility near Simco), 
Waste Management at Arlington (OR), Energy Solutions near Clive (UT) and 
Republic Services near Roosevelt (WA).  

Rail Rate Research
Navigating through the rail rate research conundrum is always a challenge. Rail 

rates for waste fall under an asunder 
of tariffs and most are difficult at best 
to decipher. It’s always a challenge to 
find indicative rates for movements 
of interest without first engaging a 
railroad employee.  That’s where we 
ended up to get started—engaging 
an industrial products group sales 
person at the UPRR.  Railroads are 
much better than they used to be 
on quoting rates and driving service 
expectations.  In today’s environment, 
a railroad sales or marketing employee 
considering adding new business to 
their franchise has to engage a host of 
internal persons prior to quoting rail 
rates. If rail transportation is “done 
right”, you don’t see the internal 
workings of the railroad, just the end 
result—a railcar(s) being delivered to 
your siding.  

A railroad has two key areas they 
need to be cognizant of in quoting 
rates: 1) Does the railroad have the 
resources to move your traffic as 
planned? 2) Does your traffic add to 
the railroad’s overall volume of traffic 
or does it simply displace existing 
traffic from existing customer(s)?  IWS 
couldn’t supply enough information 
to the railroad to have them make an 
intelligent determination of where 
IWS potential business fits in with the 
overall railroad strategy and business. 
We find this dilemma as a constant 
since railroads are reticent to supply 
enough information for a potential 
customer to make an informed 
decision, yet expect the customer to 
have enough business knowledge 

about potential future business to supply enough information to the railroad to 
competitively price a movement. Our approach to break out of this mold is to take 
publicly available data and pricing information to “get started” on a price model.

Price Model
Key inputs to our price model are:
• Standard Transportation Commodity Code (STCC). We used a five-digit 

STCC—40291—that covered a variety of commodities. These include Waste, 
Scrap, Nec. A seven-digit STCC would give us one more level of demarcation 
for a very specific commodity type, but since IWS has a multitude of general 
waste commodities it can take (municipal solid waste, contaminated soil, 
construction and demolition debris), we stayed at a higher level for purposes of 
obtaining general railroad pricing.

• Origin-Destination Pairs. IWS has expressed interest in obtaining rail 
pricing from select cities and wants to concentrate on MSW. We selected 

$/ton							$/ton	mile	 $/ton					$/ton	mile							$/ton						$/ton	mile

	 Load	/	Railcar	 80	 96	 Tons	per	Railcar
			(tons)	 Pvt	(avg)	w/	FSC	 Pvt	(avg)	w/	FSC	 96	TPR	-	80	TPR	
	

	 Stockton,	CA	 	$84.42		 	$0.080		 	$70.35		 	$0.067		 	$(14.07)	 	$(0.013)

	 Oakland,	CA	 	$76.31		 	$0.070		 	$63.59		 	$0.058		 	$(12.72)	 	$(0.012)

	 Colton,	CA	 	$94.41		 	$0.086		 	$78.68		 	$0.072		 	$(15.74)	 	$(0.014)

	 Los	Angeles,	CA	 	$91.49		 	$0.080		 	$76.24		 	$0.066		 	$(15.25)	 	$(0.013)

	 Denver,	CO	 	$84.31		 	$0.099		 	$70.26		 	$0.083		 	$(14.05)	 	$(0.017)

	 Omaha,	NE	 	$68.92		 	$0.055		 	$57.43		 	$0.045		 	$(11.49)	 	$(0.009)

	 Las	Vegas,	NV	 	$75.26		 	$0.091		 	$62.71		 	$0.076		 	$(12.54)	 	$(0.015)

	 Albina,	OR	 	$40.80		 	$0.080		 	$34.00		 	$0.066		 	$(6.80)	 	$(0.013)

	 Salt	Lake	City,	UT	 	$47.63		 	$0.126		 	$39.69		 	$0.105		 	$(7.94)	 	$(0.021)

	 Vancouver,	WA	 	$40.80		 	$0.080		 	$34.00		 	$0.066		 	$(6.80)	 	$(0.013)

	 Cheyenne,	WY	 	$50.88		 	$0.067		 	$42.40		 	$0.056		 	$(8.48)	 	$(0.011)

table 3: Comparative	analysis	of	price	between	80	and	96	tons	of	material.
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table 2: Detailed	analysis	of	private	and	railroad	transport	rates.

	 Pvt	(avg)	w/	FSC	 RR	(avg)	w/	FSC
	 At	80	Tons/Railcar	 $/Ton	 $/Ton	 $/Loaded		 $/Ton	 $/Ton	 $/Loaded	
	 	 	 Mile	 Mile	 	 Mile	 Mile	
	 Stockton,	CA	 $84.42	 $0.080	 $6.40	 $98.72	 $0.093	 $7.48

	 Oakland,	CA	 $76.31	 $0.070	 $5.60	 $87.67	 $0.080	 $6.43

	 Colton,	CA	 $94.41	 $0.086	 $6.89	 $96.39	 $0.088	 $7.04

	 Los	Angeles,	CA	 $91.49	 $0.080	 $6.37	 $106.99	 $0.093	 $7.45

	 Denver,	CO	 $84.31	 $0.099	 $7.94	 $98.75	 $0.116	 $9.31

	 Omaha,	NE	 $68.92	 $0.055	 $4.37	 $78.88	 $0.062	 $5.00

	 Las	Vegas,	NV	 $75.26	 $0.091	 $7.29	 $88.09	 $0.107	 $8.53

	 Albina,	OR	 $40.80	 $0.080	 $6.36	 $47.07	 $0.092	 $7.34

	 Salt	Lake	City,	UT	 $47.63	 $0.126	 $10.11	 $55.56	 $0.147	 $11.79

	 Vancouver,	WA	 $40.80	 $0.080	 $6.36	 $47.07	 $0.092	 $7.34

	 Cheyenne,	WY	 $50.88	 $0.067	 $5.38	 $59.04	 $0.078	 $6.24
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11 sets of origin-destination pairs representing mostly large municipalities’ 
arguably large MSW generators.

• Railcar Type. Pricing is often differentiated by railcar type and container. In 
our model we focused on gondolas as the railcar of choice. This railcar type has 
been adapted over the years to haul a variety of bulk and baled waste and has 
the most flexibility and fit for IWS type of business. At this point we have not 
explored MSW in containers as we believe it would be cost prohibitive from a 
weight and distance perspective, e.g. and you couldn’t get enough weight on 
rail to make the price per ton competitive.

Key exclusions to the price model:
• Origin Site Product Processing or Trans-load. One key exclusion is the product 

processing and trans-load cost at the origin rail location. MSW is generally 
transported in two packaging options—haul it compacted but loose with tarps 
or covers over the railcars, or haul it baled and shrink wrapped maximizing 
the weight per cubic feet one can transport in a railcar. Either method requires 
considerations in a trans-load site. If handling in bulk, the machinery or 
conveyors to load are generally required to be in a permitted site with adequate 
wind protection, odor and site protection along with a host of additional EPA 
and local DEQ requirements. Baled waste has the same considerations but 
has the added expense of a baler and bale handling machinery. From a railcar 
perspective, it’s usually covered with either tarps or hard lids.

• Hazardous Commodities. Hazardous commodities weren’t included in our 
price model.  These types of commodities aren’t accepted by IWS according 
to its permit. Additionally, hazardous commodities require one more level 
of complexity to a rail transport movement with more stringent transport 
requirements and responsibilities transferring to the shipper or receiver. 

• Identification of an Origin Load Site. Our assumptions are that we’ll be able to 
find an origin load site at or near a major city that would be sufficient and lend 
itself to the necessary permitting to load MSW or other waste commodities to 
be transported.

Railroad Pricing Results
Our railroad pricing research for the 11 specific origin-destination pairs with 

Simco representing a constant destination location are represented in Table 
1, page 32. Each origin represents an origin area, not necessarily a specific 
origin loading location. In many areas there are a multitude of existing and 
potential origin loading locations. The UP6000 mileage is an official tariff by 
which the UPRR measures distance. The rate research yielded pricing in two 
categories—private rail equipment and railroad rail equipment. If a private 
railcar is provided, it is priced at one rate and if a railroad supplied railcar 
is provided, it is priced at another rate. For each of these categories (Pvt and 
RR) we also obtained two sets of prices indicated as low and medium pricing.  
These price differences cover a multitude of waste commodities that fall within 
the five-digit 40291 Waste STCC. We averaged the two prices and applied 
the December 2012 fuel surcharge (FSC) to the rate to arrive at a Pvt Per Car 
Rate and a RR Per Car Rate. The difference was calculated between a railroad 
supplied railcar and a private railcar on a per trip basis to help determine if it’s 
advantageous to supply your own equipment or use the railroads equipment.

Analysis of the Results
There are many ways to analyze tariff research results. In general, a thorough 

analysis of the rates and spreads will tell you what the railroad is communicating 
or if there is an anomaly in the data. 
Our high-level interpretation of 
the data includes:

• The RR-Pvt spreads in all 
cases, with exception of Colton, 
CA, indicate that the use of a 
private railcar is required. We 
believe that the low spread of 
$158 per trip is an anomaly and 
would quickly be adjusted if one 
requested a railroad supplied 
railcar for the business.

• California is a target market. 
Looking at northern California, 
it’s interesting that the congested 
area of Oakland is discounted to 
a more central valley location 
of Stockton.  Our previous 
experience leads us to believe that 
finding and permitting a transfer 
station in or near Oakland would 
be significantly more difficult 
than in or near Stockton, yet the 
rate differential doesn’t reflect 
that assumption. Moving toward 
southern California, we see some 
of the highest rail transportation 
rates for our entire study area. 
Colton is on the eastern edge of 

Idaho Waste systems: making the Business case
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Figure 1:	Union	Pacific	Railroad	rail	system	map.
Figure	courtesy	of	Union	Pacific	Railroad.



the congested area and sports a rail rate slightly higher than a more highly 
congested area of Los Angeles. Colton’s rail transportation rate average of 
$7,552 per railcar is the highest of all 11 origin locations.

• Pulling out origin locations west of Simco, we see comparable rates out 
of Las Vegas and California and considering the mileage differential, similar 
rates out of the northwest areas of Vancouver and Albina. The spreads between 
railroad and private supplied railcars for the northwest though are about half of 
what is being offered in the southwest area.

• Looking east of Simco to origin areas of Denver, Omaha, Salt Lake City and 
Cheyenne, we see erratic price structures. To further analyze these potentials, 
we’ve broken them down into more detail allowing across origin comparison on 
a common basis (see Table 2, page 34).

Slicing the Data One Level Deeper
To get a clearer picture that allows us to put all the origins on a comparative 

basis, we need to take a deeper cut of the data and we make an assumption on 
how many tons per railcar we can transport. We know from experience that 
tonnage per railcar will vary widely. We’ve seen short haul situations where 
waste has been loaded in 8,000 cube cars literally straight from the collection 
truck yielding between 65 and 70 tons per railcar load to concentrated baled 
waste supporting longer hauls, where the load is between 98 and 103 tons per 
railcar in 4200 cube railcars.  Since there is a large variability in weight per 
railcar, we are going to use a moderate number that gives us conservative load 
weights without having to make significant investments at a loading location. 
We’ll run some weight sensitivities at a later point to help get our arms around 
the value of concentrating waste.  

The data in Table 2 reflects the information in the Table 1 sliced by tons per 
railcar to obtain dollars per ton, dollars per ton mile and dollars per loaded mile. 
Dollars per ton gives us information from which to do comparative pricing on an 
absolute basis and dollars per ton mile gives us information that reveals the best 
priced deal for the weight and distance involved. The dollars per loaded mile help 
us compare across alternative modes of transportation (if any are available). Our 
in-depth review of the data includes:

•  The origin locations west of Simco are generally priced at the same range 
with Stockton, Colton, Los Angeles, Albina and Vancouver, ranging from 
$.080 to $.086 per ton mile for private supplied railcars. The exceptions 
are Oakland at a low of $.070 per ton mile and Las Vegas at a high of $.091 
per ton mile for private supplied railcars.

•  The origin locations east of Simco have very scattered pricing with low 
pricing of $.055 per ton mile at Omaha and high pricing of $.126 at Salt 
Lake City.

•  The origin locations with the best rates on a dollar per ton mile basis are 
Omaha at $.055 and Cheyenne at $.067.  The origin locations sporting the 
best dollar per ton rates are Albina and Cheyenne.

Price Sensitivity
Our transportation rates were provided via researching the Union Pacific 

Railroad Web site for published tariff rates. These rates were provided on a 
per loaded railcar basis.  Given this information, it then makes sense that the 
number one area that affects price is the amount of waste product that can be 
transported in a single railcar. To increase the tons per railcar, we need to either 
haul a concentrated waste stream, such as sorted C&D waste or, in this case since 
our target market is MSW, we need to compare savings to compaction (most 
likely baling) of waste.  As one would imagine, the higher the overall rates yield 
the most savings when more weight per railcar can be transported. Table 3, page 

34 reflects the difference on a per ton basis when we transport 80 ton per private 
railcar versus 96 tons per private railcar.  Savings range from $15.74 per ton from 
Colton to $6.80 per ton from Albina and Vancouver. One would need to conduct 
further analysis on the cost of compaction or baling versus anticipated savings to 
arrive at a true savings figure, if the end result is indeed a savings.1

Next Steps  
The completion of a high-level market study generally generates more 

questions than are initially answered. That’s one important purpose of it—
identify what you don’t know so you can ask the multitude of questions to 
generate solid dependable answers and business plans. The next logical step 
would be to take the disposal and transport numbers and explore pricing 
options with companies or municipalities for “waste” disposal. If the pricing 
options yield positive benefits to both parties, then a deeper look at origin 
requirements to support anticipated volumes is logical. | WA

Next month we’ll follow up with the Idaho Waste Solutions, Inc. on their 
intended next steps.

Darell Luther is president of Forsyth, MT-based Tealinc Ltd.He can be reached at 
(406) 347-5237, via e-mail at darell@tealinc.com or visit www.tealinc.com.

Ronda Avery is president of Idaho Waste Systems, Inc. She can be reached at (208) 
724-8943, via e-mail at ronda@idahowaste.com or visit www.idahowaste.com.
Note

1. Market studies include disposal rates so a person can back into a final delivered 
cost or price to a municipality. Albeit we have that information, in the interest of 
confidentiality we’ve omitted disposal rates from this article. However disposal 
rates are available directly from IWS. Contact General Manager Randy Avery at 
(541) 279-1169 for quotes and more information.
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In an era in which 
all organizations 
have budget 
constraints, HID 
Global Has 
workeD wItH 
aMCs to provIDe a 
wIn-wIn sItuatIon 
In waste 
ManaGeMent 
that reduces 
fleet operational 
costs while 
providing a more 
comprehensive 
service to the 
customers.

RFID Case Study

HID Global’s RFID Technology Provides  
Effective Solutions for International  
Waste Management Company, AMCS Group 
Marie-Françoise Glotz

The AMCS Group iS one of The world’S leAdinG 
providers of solutions for the waste management and 
environmental industries. AMCS systems are used 
to manage approximately four million municipal, 
commercial and industrial waste units internationally 
for recycling, waste collector and facility operators. Since 
its foundation in Ireland in 2003, the group has grown 
quickly to become a world-leading supplier of software 
solutions to the waste and recycling industry; it currently 
has operations in the UK, Norway, Sweden, France and the 
U.S. The group spends 15 to 20 percent of annual revenue 
on research and development to maintain its leadership in 
international markets.

Challenges
Delivering the most technologically advanced, 

integrated solutions to its thousands of customers is an 
ongoing goal for AMCS that requires first-class project 
management, product development and customer support. 
AMCS’ municipality customers are often faced with the 
challenge of how to reduce wasted trips and increase route 

and fleet efficiencies. Some potentially underperforming 
trucks could be redeployed to more burdened areas or 
routes. Municipalities also need accountability for services 
provided and quick resolution for bin loss and damage.

In the commercial and industrial sectors, managing 
high-value assets is a high priority. Management needs 
to know the location of its assets at all times. Also, 
management needs to be able to track what containers 
are on what truck and what containers are with which 
customer in order to be more efficient. From skip hire, 
through roll-on-roll-off to commercial rounds, gate 
receipts and material sales, all require careful management.

In order to deliver the most up-to-date solutions, AMCS 
identified a need for reliable and durable RFID technology 
to enable its customers to successfully meet the challenge 
to improve efficiency, reduce costs, enhance customer 
service and retention, and increase the bottom line. Given 
the sophistication of AMCS’ integrated management 
solutions, they were interested in a long-term relationship 
with an RFID solutions provider they could rely on with 
proven support.

HID Global’s RFID technology proved to 
be an effective solution for the AMCS 
Group.
Photos courtesy of HID Global.



Solutions
As AMCS’ Chief Executive Officer, Jimmy 

Martin was one of the first in the industry to 
spot the game-changing role RFID technology 
would play in waste management. “We ran a 
trial for about a year with three or four potential 
suppliers from Germany to the Middle East 
and Asia, but we found HID Global to be far 
above all of them,” said Martin. “We are now 
almost exclusively HID. Our three criteria were: 
durability, quality and responsiveness—HID 
came to the top of this list in all of them.”

HID Global’s (Irvine, CA) comprehensive 
range of solutions for AMCS include the Standard Bin Tag 125 kHz Unique, 
the Plug Tag 125 kHz Unique for “specials”, a custom designed push in bin 
tag for steel containers and OEM reader modules, providing a high level of 
read range, performance and a wider variety of tag options. HID Global’s RFID 
technology brings operational advantages to the waste management process. 

“We embed the tag into the wheelie bin, a reader on the truck takes the 
weight on the way up and down and the GPS coordinates of the tag, and the 
information is relayed to the back office to enable decisions on route efficiency 
and fleet optimization,” said Martin. “We have a number of municipal 
customers who also use our RFID technology for recording exceptions such as 
“missed bin”, “access blocked” and “bin contaminated”.

Variation in weight of waste from one unit or dwelling to another is a 
principle driver for the use of RFID solutions. Waste can vary from 1,100 
to 4,400 pounds per year from one house to the next. RFID technology 
encourages recycling as it enables a system with charges based on usage, rather 
than a flat charge for every customer. “In the U.S., a bonus is sometimes paid 
for recycling—this is a trend around the world,” said Martin. Considerations 
with the high-volume commercial and industrial sectors are slightly different. 
“For example, if a truck collects about 140 containers a day, weight, time and 
location are critical management consideration,” said Martin. “How often do 
you put out your container and how much is in the container? RFID technology 
supplies the data which can be analyzed at regular intervals to suit management 
reporting schedules.” 

In the building industry there are huge roll-on, roll-off containers of high value. 
These containers are important assets that must be managed and tracked efficiently. 
RFID technology relays the information to the back office, enabling decisions 

on route efficiency and optimization. “RFID enables the weight usage of every 
customer and the profit margins to be identified,” said Martin. “An organization 
can also use RFID for credit control. If a customer hasn’t paid their bill, the waste 
management company can use RFID to stop the bin from being lifted.”

Results
“There has been a huge shift in how the waste management industry 

manages its business since the introduction of RFID technology,” said Martin. 
“Whether it’s managing weighbridges, fleet optimization, or analyzing 
individual customer profit and loss, RFID is now an indispensible part of 
AMCS’ solutions and our future development.”

In an era in which all organizations have budget constraints, HID Global has 
worked with AMCS to provide a win-win situation in waste management that 
reduces fleet operational costs while providing a more comprehensive service to 
the customers. “We’ve been working with HID Global for around five years,” 
said Martin. “Cost was a factor of course, but to be honest it was more about 
their partnership offer, ability to respond to our needs and develop the product 
with us that were the key drivers for our choice. We view HID more as a 
partner than a supplier. A number of our customers who have implemented 
AMCS solutions have also seen call queries within their call center drop by 80 
percent as a result of having vital collection data at the fingertips of the call 
center staff,” said Martin. | WA

Marie-Françoise Glotz is Vice President of Sales, Identification Technologies for 
HID Global. For more information, call (866) 443-4424 or e-mail insidesales@
hidglobal.com.

HID Global’s RFID tag is embedded into the wheelie bin. A reader on the truck takes the weight on the way up and down and the 
GPS coordinates of the tag.
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Breakthroughs and Innovations
Thayer Scale (Pembroke, MA) offers Model NAR Belt Scales designed to deliver exceptional stability and accuracy 

for use in applications requiring verifiable accuracy.  The Model NAR Conveyor Belt Scale’s weigh bridge features exclusive 
rocking flexure suspension in the approach-retreat configuration. Measurement sensitivity is high, deflection is low and the 
single load cell is isolated from the error-inducing effects of extraneous lateral forces, off-center loading, foundation distor-
tion, inclination hold-back forces, and high sporadic shocks and overloads. Tare load is mass-counterbalanced to create 
superior signal-to-noise ratio in weight sensing.  In addition, the belt scale’s superior zero stability typically requires no 
K-Factor adjustment between certification tests—greatly reducing test expenses and down time.  

For more inFormaTion, call (781) 826-8101 or viSiT www.ThayerScale.com. 

akro-milS (Akron, OH) introduces its new mate-
rial handling catalog featuring many new products 
including Lean Panel™, 18" Deep Pick Racks, Slope-
It™ Bin Inserts, TiltView™, Ready-To-Assemble 
Bin Cabinets, and the largest selection of Clear 
Storage Containers in the industry. Download or 
request a print copy of the 76-page catalog at www.
akro-mils.com, where visitors can search through the 
company’s hundreds of material handling and storage 
products by model number, keyword, category or 
subcategory. The site also features a Product Finder 
Tool to help visitors find the right products for creat-
ing a storage system, as well as a Distributor Locator 
to quickly find where Akro-Mils products can be pur-
chased. A searchable “flip” version of the catalog also 
is available online, and it is compatible with mobile 
devices such as smartphones and tablets.

For more inFormaTion, call (800) 253-
2467 or viSiT www.akro-milS.com.

cr BrandS’ (West Chester, OH) 
Mean Green® Industrial Strength 
Cleaner & Degreaser has a unique 
blend of biodegradable detergents, 
specially formulated for the most 
challenging fleet and equipment 
washing applications—including 
waste and recycling collection trucks. 
With 40 percent more cleaning 
ingredients, grease and grime are 

quickly dissolved, while 30 percent more solvents and 20 percent more 
surfactants lift stubborn stains off all surfaces. It is ideal for virtually 
any fleet washing application including removal of dirt, tar and road 
grime from vehicles and trailers, cleaning and spot removal from 
interior carpet, seats, dashboards and more, and even cleaning and 
degreasing of equipment like waste and recycling collection trucks, 
roll-off containers and trucks, MRF equipment, etc.  It is very effective 
on concrete floors and driveways as well as asphalt, making it ideal for 
spot removal in the shop or on worksites.  

For more inFormaTion, call (866) 447-3369 or viSiT 
www.meangreendegreaSer.com/induSTrial-STrengTh.

wam SoFTware’s 
(Reno, NV) WAM-Haul-
er serves companies 
of all sizes. Perfect 
for residential, commercial, roll-off, portolet and 
more, WAM-Hauler is the ideal software package 
for any hauler. With their One-Key Billing feature, 
you will save countless hours each time you bill; 
whether daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or 
yearly. The integrated report writer makes it a 
breeze to get any information out of the system, 
in the format that you want. Dispatching, route 
profitability, accounting features, customer 
service—it’s all included.

For more inFormaTion, call (800) 926-
4748 or viSiT www.wamSoFTware.com.
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Romeoville, il-based vintage tech RecycleRs Recently became 
a part of EPA’s newly created Sustainable Materials Management (SMM) Challenge, 
hosting a kickoff event in September 2012. Vintage Tech Recyclers, an electronics recycling 
and asset recovery company, processes, picks 
up and creates recycling programs for any 
industry—residential, business and other 
markets across the U.S. Starting in 2005, 
recycling 80,000 pounds, they now have 
168 employees and will recycle 50,000,000 
pounds this year. Along with Romeoville, the 
company has two sites in the Chicagoland 
area, one in Kansas City, one going into 
Detroit and two more sites to be completed 
by Spring. Karrie Gibson, Vintage Tech 
Recyclers’ CEO spoke about EPA’s SMM 
program and what it means for the recycling 
industry.

What is the Sustainable Materials 
Management Electronics Challenge? 
EPA’s three-year SMM program was 
designed to advance responsible 
management of used electronics from 
retailers and OEMs. For any electronics 
that have been manufactured, those 
that are in the marketplace and any 
electronic components, the SMM is 
asking these OEMs to use certified 
electronic recyclers. This recycling 
certification is a very important part 
of this program and to everything 
that recyclers do. For example, there 
is a lot of sham recycling going on in 
the scrap metal business. Scrap metal 
is sent overseas to China, Nigeria and 
other countries. We are just disposing 
our waste there and making it someone 
else’s problem. There are 3,000 
recyclers and 300 that have chosen 
to be certified, so the other 2,700 are 
doing whatever they want with the 
material. With this program, these 
manufacturers will work with certified companies, which means that their 
downstreams can be viewed at any given time, there are flowcharts in place, 
environmental health and safety in place, and they are not sending things to 
developing countries—everything is monitored. EPA put this challenge out 

there to manufacturers and OEMs to say, “Hey, we would like you to sign 
onto this program as a gold or silver sponsor.” This means these companies 
support the program up to 100 percent. At the kickoff event that we hosted 

in September 2012, big companies 
like Staples, Best Buy, Samsung, 
Sony, Sprint, Sharp, LG, Panasonic, 
etc. were in attendance and they 
all signed up as gold sponsors. 
They will be dedicated to recycling 
100 percent of the electronics that 
they put out there with certified 
recyclers. 

How is Vintage Tech involved? 
Right now, our company holds 
dual certifications from R2 and 
e-Stewards; we are one of only 10 
percent of recyclers nationwide 
that have these. Therefore, we are 
holding up our end of the program 
by servicing manufacturers and 
OEMs through recycling their   
  electronics responsibly.

Why is the SMM program 
and these steps for electronic 
recycling so important? One 
thing that’s really important for 
certified electronic recyclers is to 
really be able to step up. It does 
cost money to be certified upfront 
and to put the right processes in 
place that are responsible enough 
to protect our environment and the 
health and safety of our employees. 
You are really investing in the 
right way to do it. Unfortunately, 
when you have 2,700 who are 
shipping recycling material 
overseas, companies like ours can’t 
look into investing millions of 
dollars of equipment. So, this is a 
good gesture on the EPA’s part to 

make sure that people are doing it right—keeping recycling material here 
in the States and not exporting jobs as well.

Are there any laws in place currently? There are 26 states, including 
Illinois, that have e-scrap legislation in place that bans this type of material 
going to a landfill. No longer can residents set it on the curb and let the 

Q&A

Vintage Tech Recyclers Become Part of EPA’s  
Sustainable Materials Management Electronics Challenge

From left to right: Y.K. Oho, LG Senior Vice President; Jim Cole, Sharp Senior Director 
of Technical Services and Support; Laura Bishop, Best Buy Vice President, Government 
Relations; Lisa Feldt, EPA Deputy Assistant Administrator; Karrie Gibson, Vintage Tech 
Founder and CEO; Mayor Dev Trivedi, The City Of Lockport; Mayor John Noak, The Village of 
Romeoville; Peter Fannon, Panasonic Vice President of Corporate and Government Affairs; 
and Mayor Roger Claar, Village of Bolingbrook. Photos courtesy of Alex Flores.

Lisa Feldt speaking with Vintage Tech’s employee.
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garbage man take it. Every State except for CA has 
a compliance goal that many manufacturers have to 
abide by, so if you are selling your recycling material 
in our State, you have to pay a fee as well as find a 
program to sell the material into the marketplace. This 
is how they are getting these electronics cleaned up a 
little bit by controlling and documenting the waste. 
Scrap metal has hazard elements to it, including lead, 
cadmium and mercury. It has to be controlled since 
they are ten times worse than regular garbage. It has to 
be monitored and handled correctly.

If a company were interested in joining this 
program, how would they be able to do so? The 
OEMS have all been educated by the EPA and if you 
are a recycler and certified, you are already on the EPA’s 
list of certified recyclers. On the other hand, in order to 
become one, recyclers can visit www.R2solutions.org or 
www.estewards.org and research or begin the process. 
www.estewards.org is a much stronger certification and 
protects companies, employees and the integrity of the 
material being handled responsibly.

What is the next step for this program? 
Right now, this area is fairly new when it comes 
to legislation since all of these laws have just been 
put into place—most of them in 2009 and a couple 
of them in 2005. Now, federal bans on exporting 
e-scrap are being looked at. However, for the time 
being, the SMM program will allow manufacturers, 
OEMs and recyclers to recycle material voluntarily 
and responsibly. The ultimate goal is to develop 
something that works with certified electronic 
recyclers and to be able to see their downstream flow, 
see that everything is documented and reported, etc. 
so we know where all this material is going. This 
program will be studied, so when they are ready to 
create a federal law based on this (there is already one 
on the table right now), it gives them more data to 
go on. | WA

For more information about Vintage Tech Recyclers, 
visit  www.vintagetechrecyclers.com. For information about the 
SMM Challenge, visit www.epa.gov/smm.

A press conference with (from left to right): Peter Fannon, 
Panasonic Vice President, Corporate and Government Affairs; Laura 
Bishop, Best Buy Vice President, Government Relations; Karrie 
Gibson, Vintage Tech Founder and CEO; Lisa Feldt, EPA Deputy 
Assistant Administrator; and Ralph Reid, Sprint Vice President of 
Corporate Responsibility.
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TreaTing collecTed leachaTe is a significanT cosT for a landfill 
and upon closure the liability to treat leachate can continue for 30 to 50 
years. Most small landfill operations collect their leachate and truck or pipe 
it to a local, publically owned treatment works (POTW) for treatment and 
disposal. This includes a delivery expense per 
unit volume, and the POTW charges a unit 
cost per volume to accept the leachate into its 
wastewater for treatment.  

Costs for piping or trucking and unit 
disposal costs from the POTW are on the 
rise. In addition, tightening Federal and State 
regulations on discharge of nutrients (nitrogen 
and phosphorus) from wastewater treatment 
operations has resulted in rejection of leachate 
by smaller local POTW operations. If a local 
POTW can’t accept the leachate due to water 
quality concerns, then the landfill operation 
must pre-treat or find a larger POTW that 
can and will accept the untreated leachate. 
Forward-thinking landfill operators are 
looking for alternatives to treat leachate to a 
level which lessens the uncertainty associated 
with acceptance of leachate for disposal.   

Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota
How leachate is treated and disposed by an individual landfill in the U. S. 

is dictated by the local or State regulatory requirements. For example, leachate 
handling in the three neighboring states of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota 
exhibits how the regulatory requirements can differ. Iowa and Minnesota have 

a definitive regulatory procedure to permit bio-engineered leachate treatment 
using a system of constructed wetlands. In these States, treated leachate effluent 
meeting a target quality standard can be disposed by irrigation on crops or 
put through a polishing wetland prior to discharge to waters of the state. In 

Wisconsin, the regulatory requirements for 
leachate control historically required total 
capture with wastewater treatment onsite to 
meet National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) discharge standards, or 
trucking/piping to a POTW. The Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) will 
consider bio-treatment wetlands for leachate, but 
under current regulatory rules it could require 
permits from three or four different divisions.  
This means permitting bio-treatment of leachate 
in Wisconsin is challenging.         

Vernon County Landfill
The Vernon County (WI) Landfill is a 

forward-thinking operation interested in 
designing a leachate bio-treatment system. This 
paper discusses collaboration between Applied 

Ecological Services (AES), a full-service environmental consulting and ecological 
restoration company based in Wisconsin, with 10 offices nationwide, and Vernon 
County to design a leachate bio-treatment system with the goal to receive 
WDNR approval. Treatment options investigated for Vernon County included: 

• A package treatment plant to treat leachate prior to trucking to a POTW 
• A package treatment plant to treat leachate with a dedicated underground 

line to the local POTW 

Landfills

Bio-Engineering Solutions for Landfill Leachate Treatment
John L. Roll, Ph.D., P.E., and Ed Kallas, P.E.

Table 1: Vernon County Leachate Volume.

Tables and Figures courtesy of Applied Ecological Services. 

Bio-treatment wetland designed and constructed by Applied Ecological 
Services.

Wisconsin, the regulatory requirements for 
leachate control historically required total 
capture with wastewater treatment onsite to 
meet National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) discharge standards, or 
trucking/piping to a POTW. The Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) will 
consider bio-treatment wetlands for leachate, but 
under current regulatory rules it could require 
permits from three or four different divisions.  
This means permitting bio-treatment of leachate 
in Wisconsin is challenging.         

Vernon County Landfill

forward-thinking operation interested in Bio-treatment wetland designed and constructed by Applied Ecological 
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• A bio-treatment leachate system.  
The bio-treatment system is a viable option. Its construction and lifetime 

operating costs are lower than a package treatment plant and the certified 
wastewater plant operator required for a package plant is not required. Bio-
treatment has proven at other locations that it can reach an effluent quality 
suitable for land application on a long-term basis.  

The Vernon County landfill is a bale operation receiving municipal solid waste 
from the local area. Currently, the leachate is trucked to the local POTW. If the 
ammonia concentration is too high, then leachate is refused by the local POTW 
and it is trucked at a significantly higher cost to a larger POTW further away for 
disposal. Table 1, page 48 gives a breakdown of the landfill leachate volume sent 
to a POTW from 2007 through 2011. The volume varied from 2.1 to 3.5 million 
gallons with the variance related to precipitation. In 2011, the landfill made 
operational changes decreasing the precipitation runoff flowing into the landfill. 
The lower volume is a direct saving to the landfill and a less variable yearly 
volume is a plus when designing a biological treatment system for leachate.       

Ammonia concentration is the parameter that determines whether the local 
treatment plant can accept the leachate and still meet its discharge limits. A 
bio-treatment system to pre-treat and lower the ammonia concentration is a cost-
effective option for Vernon County. It is an ecologically friendly alternative with 
the potential to irrigate nearby fields with the treated leachate, eliminating the 
cost of trucking the leachate to a POTW during operation and closure. Table 2 
lists leachate water quality parameters for Vernon County.

Incorporating Bio-Treatment of Leachate
The landfill and AES reviewed their plans to determine how to incorporate 

bio-treatment of leachate for their operation. These discussions led to the 
proposed design shown in Figure 1. AES developed a phasing concept similar 
to that shown in Figure 1 to construct a bio-treatment system that would 
accommodate current and future landfill activity. The concept was to excavate 
a holding basin in Phase 1 to meet the landfill’s immediate need for additional 
external storage of leachate that would lower the water level in the landfill. 
Reducing the time that leachate is exposed to landfill waste is expected to 
improve water quality and, more importantly, improve the treatability of the 
leachate.  Leachate would be transported to the POTW until the second phase 
is completed, so total containment is maintained with Phase 1. The basin 
volume in Phase 1 would hold the leachate produced during four months 
(approximately one million gallons).  

Phase 2 would be constructed in conjunction with clay borrow activity 
intended to cover the completed landfill area in three to five years. To meet 
WDNR requirements, all bio-treatment basins accepting raw or partially 
treated leachate would be constructed with total containment using a 60-
mil liner underlain by two feet of compacted soil to be approved by WDNR. 
The Phase 2 bio-treatment of the leachate would reduce ammonia levels by a 
combination of nitrification and denitrification.  This would allow trucking to 
the local POTW with less concern over a load being rejected by the treatment 
plant. The concept was discussed with WDNR in meetings and it was clear 
from these discussions that acquiring a permit to build the second phase would 
be difficult. The plans for Phase 1 were revised to construct the basin with 
demonstration nitrification and denitrification wetlands to show the WDNR 
the potential of bio-treatment. Phase 1 can be permitted on a demonstration 
variance within current regulations.  

The basin and demonstration cells in Phase 1 will be constructed with 
a 60 mil liner over compacted clay. The leachate holding basin will have 
floating baffle screens to create a longer flow length without losing volume 
to earthen baffles. The basin will be covered with a floating cover to eliminate 
precipitation mixing with the leachate and to control potential odor from the 
untreated leachate. Aeration of the leachate in the basin is under consideration. 
The demonstration cells are adjacent to the holding basin and will use a 
vegetated vertical flow nitrification (aerobic) cell and a vegetated horizontal 
flow denitrification (anaerobic) cell as the primary removal mechanism for 
nitrogen. To determine performance of the demonstration cells, water quality 
sampling will be done at the inlet and outlet of the holding basin and at the 
outlet from the nitrification and denitrification cells. The system is designed for 
all leachate from the holding basin and the demonstration cells to be collected 
and trucked to the local POTW, as before.             

The leachate inflow and detention time in the demonstration basins can be 
varied to determine the best combination to provide treatment. This data can 
be used to demonstrate bio-treatment potential to WDNR prior to applying for 
a permit to construct Phase 2. To determine the exact sizing and design of the 
Phase 2 cells, AES will use the water quality performance data collected from 
the demonstration cells. AES, Vernon County and the WDNR hope the bio-
treatment data collected from Phase 1 will provide the first-hand experience 
the agency would need to revise its permitting process for the complete system 
shown in Phase 2.

                 Table 2: Vernon County Leachate Water Quality.
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A Cost-Saving Alternative
Bio-treatment processes can be designed to treat and remove nitrogen, 

BOD/COD, salts and metals. When it comes to landfill leachate, onsite bio-
engineering treatment cells are viable, cost-saving alternatives to mechanical and 
offsite treatment. Not only do these solutions reduce operation and maintenance 
costs, but they also provide enhanced aesthetic appeal and community relations 
by adding green space and wildlife elements to the landfill. | WA

John L. Roll, Ph.D., P.E. is Senior Environmental Engineer for Applied Ecological 
Services, Inc. (Brodhead, WI). He can be reached at john.roll@appliedeco.com.

Ed Kallas, P.E. is Staff Engineer for Applied Ecological Services, Inc.  He can be 
reached at ed.kallasl@appliedeco.com.
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Figure 1: Plan View of Proposed Leachate Bio-Treatment for Vernon County
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The CiTy of Boulder, Co and The surrounding environmenTs are 
known for their environmental awareness and green practices, including the 
community’s interest and efforts in responsible management of their solid waste 
stream. Western Disposal Services (Western) is a privately owned, regional 
waste management company that serves more than 40,000 residential and 4,200 
commercial customers in the city and surrounding Boulder and Broomfield 
counties—a geographical area of 726 square miles. Western provides collection 
service for trash, source-separated recyclables and compostable materials. As 
part of its services to the Boulder area, Western operates a waste transfer station 
that receives self-haul and contract collected trash, construction and demolition 
(C&D) materials, organic materials, and bulky and difficult to handle wastes. In 
addition, Western also operates a nearby composting facility.  In 2011, Western 
handled more than 170,000 tons of trash, recyclables and compostables at its 
16-acre campus facility on the eastern edge of the city. 

Even though the Boulder community has well-established recyclables 
diversion programs, Western recognizes that the mixed waste it is collecting 
from the residential, multi-family and commercial customers contains 
significant amounts of valuable recyclable materials, including old corrugated 
containers (OCC), mixed paper, aluminum, plastics and scrap metals. Western 
also is aware that the trend in the industry is to focus on higher levels of 
material diversion from the waste stream and that similarly positioned firms 
are finding success in expanding into this market area.  

Wanting to do its part in increasing the community’s recyclables diversion, 
improve its overall profitability and update its aging transfer building, Western 
engaged SAIC (McLean, VA), a FORTUNE 500® scientific, engineering and 
technology applications company. SAIC helped evaluate the technical and 
financial feasibility of constructing a combined transfer and mixed waste 
processing facility, or “Dirty” Material Recovery Facility (MRF), that would 
provide Western with the ability to divert some of this recyclable material.   

Project Development
The project started in April 2011 with initial consultation and information 

gathering to develop an understanding of Western’s objectives, waste flow 
information and the nature of the physical layout of Western’s facility campus 
in Boulder. Western and SAIC then took a straightforward approach to 
evaluating the technical and economic feasibility of implementing a mixed 
waste processing system for the commercial waste stream.  The approach 
included the following key steps:

1. Develop a comprehensive understanding of the current and future 
characteristics and quantity of recoverable material in the commercial 
waste stream. 

2. Develop an understanding of Western’s facility campus and the potential 
challenges for developing a new combined transfer station and material 
processing facility (transfer station/MRF) on the site, given the many 
other functions that occur on the site. 

3. Work with material processing equipment vendors to develop conceptual 
layouts for various processing systems (including possible phased 
development), that would allow Western to separate out materials cost 
effectively for sale into the recyclable materials marketplace. 

4. Develop a conceptual transfer/MRF building footprint layout that would 
accommodate the selected processing equipment arrangement and the 
facilities needed for continued MSW transfer. 

Recycling

Exploring Commercial Mixed Waste Processing Opportunities In 
Boulder Colorado: Evaluating the Business Case for a “Dirty” MRF
Gary Horton and Karl R. Hufnagel

Table 1: Waste characterization study results. 

Table courtesy of SAIC.
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5. Assess the feasibility of locating the proposed facility on Western’s campus 
site and the functional and capital cost impacts that it would have on the 
other operating facilities at the site. 

6. Develop detailed cost estimates for design, permitting, construction, 
equipment, operating and maintenance of the new facilities including the 
various processing system alternatives under consideration 

7. Develop and apply a business case model for each processing system  
        alternative under consideration in order to analyze a range of possible  
        financial scenarios (from conservative to optimistic) depending on the  
        following six primary model inputs:

    a. Tonnage of waste stream materials processed
    b. Percentage of the waste stream expected to be recovered for targeted 

material categories 
    c. Operating and maintenance cost per ton of material processed (highly  

           weighted toward operating labor cost)
    d. Market value of recovered material (a highly volatile set of values)
    e. Cost of facilities (capital plus financing cost)
    f. Avoided cost for disposal of recovered materials
8. Because the model results proved to be highly sensitive to variations  

        in the waste composition data and inconclusive, conduct an additional  
        waste characterization study of the commercial waste stream to increase  
        the confidence level in the percentage of targeted materials input to the  
        model and therefore in the model results.

Steps 1 through 7 were accomplished over a period of approximately six 

months in 2011.  The additional waste characterization study was completed 
in April 2012. 

Project Challenges
Understanding the Waste Stream Composition

Having reliable waste stream composition data is an essential prerequisite for 
the business case analysis. Western was able to provide a waste characterization 
study of the commercial waste stream that was about 1.5  years old—recent 
enough to give a decent initial basis for understanding the categories and 
potential quantities of recoverable materials. The key material categories and 
the apparent percentages by weight are listed in the center column of Table 1.

However, in Step 8, Western and SAIC conducted an additional waste 
characterization study, and the results of this study are shown in the right-hand 
column of Table 1 and reflect the mean values for these categories. Finalization 
of the business case analyses (Step 7) will use these more recent values.

Conceptualizing the Processing System Alternatives and 
Establishing Reliable System Performance Expectations

Each mixed waste processing system is unique and must be designed 
by knowledgeable system design staff. Often, this is accomplished in a 
collaborative effort by the processing system manufacturer and the facility 
design engineer. The preliminary design process used in Step 3 resulted in a 
proposed four-phase development from the preferred vendor that would allow 
Western to focus on the “low-hanging fruit” in the waste stream of OCC, 

click HERE FOR MORE iNFORMATiON!
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aluminum and ferrous metal in the first phase.  
Subsequent phases, if implemented, install 
additional processing equipment that would 
add various categories of paper and plastics or 
alternatively a commingled mix of recyclables, 
which would then be trucked a short distance 
to a single stream MRF operated by Boulder 
County for further separation.

Developing Reliable Capital, 
Equipment and Operating  
Cost Estimates

A business contemplating a significant 
capital and operating system investment must 
have a reliable business case analysis on which to 
base its decision. The business case must in turn 
be based on realistic and accurate cost estimates. 
Shortcuts taken in analyzing all the costs can 
spell disaster. Understanding this imperative, 
Western and SAIC developed comprehensive 
capital, operating and maintenance cost 
estimates founded on a systematic assessment of 
the facilities needed and the staffing required to 
operate the MRF.  

Cost was only one part of the financial 
equation. Accurate, reliable projections of 
the long-term revenue generation were also 
required, and these were based on pragmatic 
projections of the amount and quality of 
material that could be recovered using the 
processing system, and on the long-term market 
value of these materials.

Recognizing Model Sensitivities
The business model is sensitive to several 

key input factors, which necessitates careful 
consideration of the range of possible output 
results. Because of the higher market value 
of aluminum and other metals, the model 
is particularly sensitive to both projected 
quantities and to market values assigned to 
these materials. The other recovered materials 
having lower market values have less influence 
on the model output, but collectively, the 
market values of all recovered materials have 
fluctuated widely and are volatile. Therefore the 
volatility of commodity values is a significant 
issue in the assessment process. 

System operating cost is also a very influential 
factor in the model results. Because labor is the 
single most important factor in system operating 
cost, the model is very sensitive to the operating 
staff assumptions. Furthermore, the decision on 
how much labor will be required to operate 
efficiently will also have a direct effect on how 

much of the available material is recovered and 
the quality of that material. A balance must be 
found to optimize system recovery rates and 
material quality with labor costs as this equates 
directly to the revenue produced. 

Results
The initial business case analyses were 

inconclusive. The model runs that used 
conservative inputs showed that a new mixed 
waste processing system might operate at a 
small loss. Model runs using more optimistic 
inputs showed that the system might operate at 
a small profit. The reliability of the results fell 
outside the level of confidence Western needed 
to make a final business decision.

A major financial drag on the system was 
the capital cost of replacing existing unrelated 
facilities that would be displaced to make room 
for the new transfer/MRF building.  These capital 
costs approached the magnitude of the cost of 
the transfer/MRF facility itself. The analyses 
also demonstrated the model’s sensitivity to 
the quantity of material recovered, particularly 
the higher value materials such as aluminum 
and other metals. The results pointed to the 
need to increase the confidence in the quantity 
of recoverable materials, which precipitated 
the recently completed waste characterization 
study. In addition, the results pointed to the 
need to site the new transfer/MRF facility at a 
different location that would not require costly 
investment in other replacement facilities.   

A new “greenfield” site has been identified 
and preparation of new capital cost estimates 
for the transfer/MRF facility on this site is 
currently underway. The results of the business 
case analyses for this site have proven much 
more conclusive and favorable. | WA

Gary Horton has been with Western Disposal 
Services for 30-plus years, progressing from controller 
to President. Under his leadership the company has 
continually adapted its services to meet the needs of the 
community as it moved from little or no waste diversion 
to more than 50 percent diversion for its residents and 
25 percent for its commercial and industrial residents. 
Gary can be reached at ghorton@westerndisposal.
com. 

Karl Hufnagel, a Senior Project Manager 
with SAIC, has more than 40 years of experience 
in facility planning and design engineering for 
industrial and municipal clients. He can be reached 
at Karl.R.Hufnagel@saic.com. 
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LandfiLL gas (Lfg) migration impacting neighboring properties 
is not a new concept.  However, increasingly we are seeing lawsuits filed 
by neighboring land owners claiming a variety of health, safety and/or 
environmental impacts resulting from their alleged exposure to LFG and its 
constituents. These lawsuits can create significant liability for the landfill 
owners due to potential litigation awards and settlements, regulatory action 
and negative public opinion that can damage efforts for future landfill projects 
like expansions or new operations. Even when cases are won, significant monies 
can be spent in defense against the lawsuit.

Defending landfills against these lawsuits can be expensive and complex. 
It is well known that LFG migration and its impacts on the environment 
are difficult to quantify. However, through several legal cases and projects, 
specific quantitative and semi-quantitative tools for evaluating offsite LFG 
migration and impacts have been developed. One of these tools includes 
“fingerprinting” LFG for the purposes of comparing it to detected gaseous 
impacts in the subsurface and tracking those impacts back to the landfill. The 
fingerprinting technique can also be used to trace the source of methane (the 
primary component of LFG) to its source, which can include LFG but also 
natural (thermogenic) gas, petrogenic (petroleum-derived) gas or other sources 
of biogas (e.g., swamp gas). 

In some cases, it can be shown that the offsite detections of methane 
and other “typical” constituents in LFG are not from LFG but from other 
industrial, commercial, residential or institutional sources, which can cause 
similar contamination containing one or more of the constituents in LFG. 

Regulatory Requirements
There are very limited regulatory requirements that apply to subsurface 

migration of LFG, and these requirements are focused on the potential fire or 
explosion hazard resulting from the methane in LFG. Under federal landfill 
regulations contained within Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
Subtitle D, or state equivalents, LFG migration is limited to less than 5 percent 
methane at the landfill’s permitted facility boundary. Monitoring is required to 
assess compliance using subsurface gas monitoring probes installed at the point 
of compliance around the landfill.

Methane is potentially explosive in the range of 5 percent, which is the lower 
explosive limit (LEL), to 15 percent, so limiting offsite impacts to less than 5 
percent is intended to ensure that concentrations in the explosive range are never 
allowed to leave the landfill facility.  There, methane is limited to less than 1.25 
percent in onsite structures, which provides an additional margin of safety by 
setting the compliance level at 25 percent of the LEL.

The compounds that make up LFG, including many toxic organic chemicals, 
are not specifically regulated in terms of subsurface LFG migration. Airborne 
releases of LFG are regulated by federal, State or local air agencies, some with 
the ability to limit health risk caused by these toxins. Odor or nuisance caused 
by airborne releases of LFG can also be regulated by air agencies, solid waste 
agencies or other local ordinances. The only case when subsurface migration 
is directly regulated pertains to the aforementioned methane limitations or 
when LFG impacts groundwater and causes chemical concentrations to exceed 
regulatory action levels for groundwater impacts. Due to this lack of specific 

regulation, suspected subsurface LFG impacts 
on neighboring properties have sometimes been 
handled through legal action.    

Case Studies
Provided below are summaries of two 

projects where the alleged subsurface 
migration of LFG resulted in litigation or 
major regulatory action. As part of each 
case study, the techniques used to assess and 
quantify the LFG migration and to determine 
the source of the impacts are also explained.

Highway 59 Landfill
The Highway 59 Landfill, located in the 

County of Merced, CA, has been in operation 
since 1973. The site is approximately 609 
acres and includes four unlined units (89 
acres), one composite-lined unit (23 acres), 
a 200-acre expansion area, a lined leachate 
management pond, several unlined storm 

Landfills

Defending Landfills Accused of Landfill  
Gas Impacts on Neighboring Properties
Pat Sullivan  

Table 1: 
Summary of conclusions that can be drawn from elementary characterization indicators. Tables from Pierce and LaFountain, 2000.
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water management ponds and a wetland preserve (168 acres). Groundwater 
monitoring began at the site in 1988 with 31 wells in the system (some are no 
longer in service), and LFG monitoring began in 1998 with 24 multi-zone gas 
probes (SCS Engineers, 2011).

In June 2008, a local family filed a complaint against the County claiming 
(among other things) diminution of property values due to contamination beneath 
their adjacent property, caused by the landfill. At the time the initial complaint 
was filed, the plaintiffs had collected no data on their property to support their 
position, but based the claim on documents available through the public record, 
including the historic monitoring data for the landfill.  Between August 2008 
and August 2010, the plaintiffs’ environmental consultant collected a few 
samples of soil gas and groundwater from underneath the plaintiffs’ property, 
which is located across the highway from the landfill, using various methods.  

Using the few sample results obtained from their property, and the large 
historic set of monitoring data from the landfill, the plaintiffs argued that their 
data showed environmental impairment caused by the landfill. The case was 
tried in US District Court, Eastern District of California, in January 2011 and a 
decision was rendered in February 2011. This case is used as an example of how 
publicly-available monitoring data from a landfill can be used by a plaintiff to 
claim environmental impairment, and how the validity of environmental data can 
be questioned in court, and have a significant influence on the court’s decision.

The plaintiffs argued that sampling conducted on their property showed 
environmental impacts to groundwater and soil gas under their property, resulting 
in diminution of property value; however, they collected only a few samples, the 
collection methods were questionable, were not done in compliance with their 
documented standard operating procedures and their quality assurance/quality 

control (QA/QC) samples were not appropriate and/or failed 
QA/QC tests. The plaintiffs dropped the claim of groundwater 
impact after their own data were unsupportive of that claim.

The plaintiffs continued to press their case based primarily 
on soil gas data from four soil gas samples, collected on two 
occasions, separated by almost two years, and collected using 
different methods. Much of the data they collected did not 
correlate between sampling events, but the plaintiffs claimed 
they detected low concentrations of some volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) in soil gas, mostly compounds that 
are commonly petroleum-related (e.g., benzene, toluene, 
ethylbenzene, xylenes [BTEX]) compounds.  The plaintiffs 
argued that since these were detected on their property, and 
that some of these VOCs had also been detected in LFG at some 
time, the impacts must be caused by the landfill.  

This argument ultimately failed for several reasons including: 
(1) the plaintiffs’  data collection methods for soil gas were 
inappropriate; (2) their QA/QC data were incomplete and the 
duplicate sample data did not provide reproducible, and thus 
defensible, data; (3) they failed to test soil gas for the most 
important and predominant components of LFG—methane 
and carbon dioxide; and (4) the VOCs they claimed to have 
been detected did not match the predominant species of VOCs 
known to be present in LFG, such as the chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs or Freons), and other chlorinated hydrocarbons.  

The defendant’s expert witness was able to show that 
a “fingerprint” of VOCs that the plaintiffs claimed to have 
detected on their property did not match any LFG fingerprints 
obtained from the large set of historic LFG data. The fact that 
the VOCs alleged to be detected on the plaintiffs’ property 

Table 2: Summary of conclusions that can be drawn from isotopic characterization indicators.
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were primarily BTEX compounds, which are not the only or most common 
components in LFG, and in some cases were detected at higher concentrations 
offsite than detected in LFG, suggested that the VOCs were from another 
source, either a fuel release or sampling cross-contamination.

In the Memorandum of Decision rendered by the court in February 2011, the 
judge stated, “Defense expert [name], a geologist for SCS Engineers, testified 
at length regarding problems with the testing performed in Lot 1 [Plaintiffs’ 
property].  He concluded that the tests performed by the plaintiffs were 
“indefensible” and could not be relied upon.  His testimony on the subject was 
unimpeached.” The court also found, “According to (defense witness name), 
there was no “fingerprint match” between the chemicals found in the landfill 
and those found in Lot 1. This makes it much less likely that the chemicals in 
Lot 1 came from the landfill. Migration from a landfill would almost certainly 
contain methane, carbon dioxide and freons. Freons were found in the landfill 
but not in Lot 1, and the plaintiffs failed to test for methane and carbon 
dioxide.” (U.S. District Court, 2011). 

The plaintiffs’ inability to show a match to the known LFG fingerprint, 
as well as the indefensibility of the plaintiffs’ data, played a significant part 
in the court’s decision.  Without applicable and defensible environmental 
data to support their case, the plaintiffs were unable to prove their case based 
on a preponderance of the evidence. The court found in favor of the County 
(defendant) and further found the case to be frivolous regarding damages.  

Even though the landfill operator was successful in its defense, the cost of the 
defense was approximately $500,000, including in-house counsel and retained 
expert witnesses. The court has since awarded recovery of attorney fees to the 
defendant, and a motion has been made to recover other associated costs of 
defense.  However, recovery of legal and expert fees is uncommon, and in most 
cases, a prevailing defendant still bears the brunt of its own cost of defense.  

OII Landfill
The former Operating Industries, Inc. (OII) Landfill is a closed refuse 

disposal site located in Monterey Park, CA. The OII Landfill accepted about 
30 million tons of municipal solid waste and 300 million gallons of industrial 
waste between 1948 and 1984.  OII was designated as a Superfund Site in 
1986, and remediation work at the landfill is currently being performed by 
New Cure, Inc. (NCI) under the supervision of the U.S. EPA (Pierce and 
LaFountain, 2000).  

The former OII Landfill was faced with regulatory action due to methane 
detected above 5 percent in facility LFG monitoring probes (Pierce and La 

Figure 1:  Carbon and hydrogen isotopic compositional typical ranges of methane from 
different sources. Figure courtesy of “Advances in the Use of Geochemical Fingerprinting for Gas 
Identification,” Coleman (1994).
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Fountain, 2000). This situation was exacerbated by the fact that the landfill was a Superfund site.  In 
compliance with EPA requirements, NCI maintains a network of gas monitoring probes (GPs) around 
the perimeter of the landfill. The purpose of the GPs is to detect migration of LFG away from the 
landfill. In addition to the perimeter GPs, a number of off-site GPs and water meter boxes are currently 
being monitored.

It was suspected that not all of the methane detected in some of the monitoring points at the OII 
Landfill was of landfill origin. LFG is one of many sources of methane in the natural environment. 
If methane is found when monitoring near landfills, it is generally presumed that the source of the 
methane must be LFG. This presumption can result in compliance problems for the landfill owner. 
If the methane is actually from a non-landfill source, there is virtually no possibility that the LFG 
control system can reduce the observed methane concentration to a 5 percent methane standard. 
If the methane is of non-landfill origin, it is necessary to conclusively determine this to be the 
case in order to secure regulatory exemption for the non-compliant monitoring locations. If this 
determination is not made, the landfill owner will incur costs, regulatory scrutiny and other liability 
in attempting to solve an unsolvable problem.

All methane can be divided into two categories: thermogenic gas and biogenic gas.  Thermogenic 
gas is derived from the thermal decomposition of deeply buried organic material as a result of geologic 
processes and time frames; however, biogenic gas is derived from the microbial decomposition of 
organic material.

Thermogenic gas is what is commonly referred to as “natural gas”; it can be indigenous, or it can 
be imported into an area by pipeline. Because thermogenic deposits are deeply buried, when it is 
found near the surface it is generally present due to:

• Indigenous gas from improperly abandoned gas or oil wells
•  Imported gas from leaking low-pressure local gas distribution piping, leaking higher-pressure 

gas transmission piping and leaking subsurface storage reservoirs
Biogenic gas can originate from a number of sources, including LFG, drift gas, swamp gas and 

marine sediment gas, as well as gas produced from anaerobic decomposition of any organic material. 
Miscellaneous sources of biogenic methane can include methane originating from anaerobic 
decomposition of petroleum materials or waste buried outside the landfill perimeter. Petroleum 
hydrocarbons may be present from leaking tanks or abandoned oil wells.  

All methane is chemically the same and consists of one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms. Most 
methane characterization techniques rely on the occurrence or the lack of occurrence of other compounds 
with methane in a gas sample. This type of “elemental analysis” assesses the presence of other chemicals 
which are present with the methane in order to assist in determining the source of the methane, including 

helium, carbon dioxide, high molecular weight VOCs, 
sulfur compounds and low molecular weight NMOCs. 
Table 1, page 55 (Pierce and La Fountain, 2000) 
contains a summary of conclusions that can be drawn 
from chemical analysis and comparison of the above 
constituents in the gas (so-called “elemental analysis”).  

Furthermore, the gas samples can be subjected 
to an additional isotopic analysis to provide better 
gas fingerprinting. Carbon and hydrogen isotopic 
analyses can be employed to distinguish between 
various sources of methane. Both the stable isotopes 
and the radiogenic isotopes can be used for methane 
characterization as well.  Coleman (1994) discusses 
the theory and application of isotopic analyses in 
identifying the source of methane. The paragraphs 
that follow summarize the theory and application of 
isotopic analyses.  However, the reader is referred to 
Coleman’s paper for a more thorough discussion.

Carbon and hydrogen each have three naturally 
occurring isotopes.  Two isotopes are stable and one is 
radioactive.  Carbon-12 (12C) and Carbon-13 (13C) 
are the stable isotopes of carbon. On average, 12C is 
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100 times more common in nature than 13C.  Carbon-14 (14C) is carbon’s 
radioactive isotope. By comparison to 12C and 13C, 14C is extremely rare. 
Hydrogen-1 (1H or protium) and Hydrogen-2 (2H or deuterium) are the stable 
isotopes of hydrogen with 1H being the common stable isotope.  Hydrogen-3 
(3H or tritium) is hydrogen’s radioactive isotope.

A comprehensive sampling and analysis program was undertaken at the OII 
Landfill between July 1998 and March 1999 that focused on suspicious GPs. 
An elemental analysis as well as both stable isotopic and radiogenic isotopic 
analyses were employed. Stable isotopic analysis is less expensive and was applied 
to all samples. Radiogenic isotopic analysis is more expensive and was used to 
confirm the stable isotopic analyses, and to clarify a few ambiguities left by the 
stable isotopic analyses.  Stable isotopic analyses were run on 65 gas samples and 
included the determination of:

• 13C of CH
4
 (isotopic ratio of 13C to 12C);

• D of CH
4
 (isotopic ratio of 2H to 1H); and

• 13C of CO
2

A total of 20 samples were subjected to radiogenic isotopic analysis, 
including 14C of methane, 14C of CO

2
, and 3H of methane. Table 2, page 

56 and Figure 1, page 57 detail how these isotopic data can be used to 
differentiate between sources of methane.

The former OII Landfill lies in a location that is adjacent to a natural gas 
deep injection storage facility along with abandoned oil wells and an active 
oil field that would lead one to suspect that some of the monitoring probes 
might be influenced by non-LFG. Isotopic analyses of both stable and 
radiogenic isotopes were used successfully at OII to demonstrate that some 
of the perimeter and offsite monitoring locations were impacted by methane 
from non-landfill sources. Without the use of isotopic analysis, it would have 

been difficult to identify indigenous thermogenic gas as the source of much 
of this gas. In addition, the use of isotopic analysis countered the perception 
that the lack of helium ruled-out thermogenic gas. Isotopic analysis removed 
ambiguities that would have remained using only elementary characterization 
techniques. It allowed a regulatory exemption to be granted for the detected 
methane in the gas probes.

Since the OII project, the same fingerprinting techniques have been used on 
numerous landfills to either confirm the source as LFG or to demonstrate that 
some or all of the detected methane at a particular site was from a non-LFG 
source. Regulatory action has been avoided in each case where it was successful, 
and could also be used as a tool in litigation if offsite methane from LFG 
became the cause of legal action. | WA

Pat Sullivan is Senior Vice President for SCS Engineers (Long Beach, CA). He has 
more than 22 years of experience in the area of environmental engineering, specializing 
in LFG and air quality issues for solid waste facilities. He can be reached at (916) 
361-1297 or via e-mail at psullivan@scsengineers.com.
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Efficient landfill gas system operation is largely dependent 
on maximizing the efficiency of collecting multiple sources 
of data. LFG concentrations such as CH4, CO2, O2 and gas 
collection system information such as available vacuum, 
applied vacuum and flow are currently measured by a 
field instrument like Elkins Earthworks’ (Medina, 
OH) Envision Landfill Gas Analyzer, part of the company’s 
Envision system. However, these measurements alone may 
not be all you need to adequately diagnose what is happening 
within your wellfield.  

Pairing the analytical data with precise liquid level data 
will help you determine why you are measuring specific gas 
qualities. The key to getting the data that you need is to 

provide technicians with advanced tools that can refine well field tuning and management practices.  Therefore, the 
data collected will be precise, dependable and easy to manage. When tools work together well, field management can 
be accomplished with less effort and more efficiency. This provides the technician with superior data in a shorter period 
of time and affords them the opportunity to fully interpret well field conditions.  

The LFG operations and maintenance industry is moving towards instrumentation that is multifaceted. In the past, 
many of us in the industry could “Envision” tools that would work together and integrate all of the pieces of the LFG 
puzzle into one system. Elkins Earthworks is now making that a reality with the introduction of integrated liquid level 
measurement technology to its Envision system as well as providing the technician with the ability to collect data 
from other instruments via a single, rugged-handheld computer. The liquid level system communicates via Bluetooth 
technology and records all of the data with the handheld computer. This data can be collected solely or merged into 
the Elkins Gas Analyzer software and paired with the corresponding collection well. The handheld computer can also 
be used to collect data from surface scanning FID units and GPS surveying. This allows the field technician to use the 
Envision system to collect many different kinds of data and access it on one platform. 

For morE inFormation, call Dan Duncan at (330) 725-7766, (330) 338-6597 (cEll) or visit www.
ElkinsEarthworks.com.

GrEEn machinE® (Hampstead, NH) manufactures North America’s most efficient single-stream material 
recovery facilities. Green Machine's patent pending processing systems use state-of-the-art technology which 
automatically separate fiber materials from container streams and then further separates those commodities 
reaching the world’s highest paying commodity markets. A typical single-stream processing system 
begins with a large metering bin system designed to retain huge quantities of mixed recyclables feeding a 
homogeneous metered mix of that material to a presort line. The presort line is used to remove plastics bags 
through pneumatic collection tubes and larger ridged plastics and other items too large for the downstream 
system to process. Then an OCC Screening system automatically removes all bulky cardboard. Glass is then 
removed through glass breaker screens then fibers are automatically separated from containers over news and 
polishing screens.

The container sort line uses magnets, ballistic air separators, optical container sorters and aluminum eddy 
current systems to sort each commodity. Fiber sort lines use a combination of manual and or optical fiber 
sorters designed to separate each of those commodities. Each clean-sorted commodity is then baled into 

highly compacted cubes or shipped loose to domestic or overseas markets. Green Machine has earned the reputation of building the industry’s heaviest most durable equipment for the 
lowest upfront capital expense while delivering the cleanest sorted material to end markets.

For morE inFormation, call (877) 448-4443 or visit www.GrEEnmachinE.nEt.

LSC Environmental Products’ (Apalachin, 
NY) Posi-shEll® is a spray-applied mineral 
mortar coating, similar to stucco, used 
for landfill daily cover, intermediate cover, 
erosion prevention and odor control. By 
replacing expensive and sometimes scarce 
soil, Posi-Shell preserves a valuable natural 
resource and conserves air space, thus greatly 
extending the life of a landfill. Their product 

meets and exceeds regulatory requirements for the control of landfill vectors, fires, odors, blowing litter and scavenging.  
Posi-Shell also has numerous non-landfill erosion control applications such as highway slope stabilization, dust control 
at chemical facilities and other industrial sites, construction site erosion control and more.

Posi-Shell Cover is non-flammable and durable. Simple to mix and easy to use, the Posi-Shell Cover System consists 
of a liquid base (water or leachate), Posi-Pak® P-100 Fibers, and PSM-200™ Setting Agent. Depending on desired 
durability and color, Portland cement and various dyes may also be used in the mixture. Because it forms a durable, 
non-flammable crust that resists wind and water erosion, Posi-Shell is also ideal for applications such as ditch-lining, 
dust control, cover for contaminated soil, compost, coal, or cement clinker piles, mining applications, VOC suppression, 
sludge tar lagoons and similar industrial purposes. Posi-Shell materials come in easy-to-handle bags. Portland cement 
may be handled in bags or via a bulk storage and transfer silo.

For morE inFormation, call (800) 800-7671 or visit www.lanDFill.com.

GEoloGic comPutEr systEms’ (Waterford, MI) 
GPS Landfill System is the premier landfill GPS tool on 
the market today, mainly because of its superior ability to 
measure waste density. While bigger and more powerful 
compactors are capable of increasing the density of your 
waste, only a GeoLogic GPS Landfill System allows you 
to measure that performance in real time and justify 
your investment. Whether you are contemplating a new 
compactor purchase and looking to get the most “bang 
for your buck”, or investing in a productivity tool for 
your existing fleet, GeoLogic’s GPS Landfill Systems 
provides the information your operators need to work 
more efficiently, maximize waste density and improve 
your bottom line. GCS:Density’s sophisticated software 
uses advanced, patent-pending deflection information to 
calculate waste density. As an operator using GCS:Density 
works, his map on screen changes to indicate measured 
surface deflection, instead of counting passes and 
assuming compaction is taking place.

GeoLogic’s GPS Landfill System is best known for its 
ability to increase waste density. Compactor operators 
use the accurate information provided by GCS:Density to 
identify waste that isn’t fully compacted and focus more 
efforts on those locations until they reach the practical 
point of refusal. This point may vary according to your 
waste stream, but your deflection-based GPS measurement 
will always be valid. By taking the guesswork out of 
machine operation, GeoLogic’s GPS Landfill System allows 
the operator to work substantially more efficiently and 
increase the density of the waste. In addition, when an 
unanticipated hot/special load is deposited on the landfill, 
management has the option of consulting the software’s 
archives, since all compactors using GCS:Density record 
movement as time-stamped points. These points are 
archived and can be used to pinpoint the exact locations of 
the compactor during the time frame in question. 

For morE inFormation, call (248) 335-8863 or 
visit www.GEoloGiccomPutErsystEm.com.
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